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Good design with a clear conscience.

Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen.

2
nd  generation of the Koziol family



Ideas for friends since 1927

Inspire.
Be green.
Be happy.
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4
th  generation of the Koziol family

NORA & HARRY   
KOZIOL
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Ideas for friends since 1927

100%

Familienunternehmen 
since 1927

*
eigene Herstellung

*
recyclebares Material

family-owned 
since 1927

*
own production

*
recyclable material

Proudly  
Made in Germany

Zertifizierungen
*

langlebiges Design
*

BPA frei
*

energieeffizient

certified
*

long-lasting design
*

without BPA
*

energy efficient



»CONNECT COLLECTION 
    Design by koziol werksdesign

tasty fresh new
 products



»CONNECT COLLECTION 
    Design by koziol werksdesign

Warum machen wir das?  
Wir glauben daran, dass kreative und innovative Ideen die Welt lebenswerter machen. 

Wir haben die Fähigkeit, einzigartige Produkte zu entwickeln und herzustellen.  
Das macht glücklich. 

Wie machen wir das?
Mit unserem handwerklichen Können und einzigartigen Know How produzieren  

wir nachhaltig und mit Hightech - original in Erbach im Odenwald. 

Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen.

Was stellen wir her?
Schöne, zeitgemäße und langlebige Produkte zum glücklich Leben. 

Why do we do it?  
We believe that creative and innovative ideas make the world  

a better place to live.

We have the ability to develop and manufacture unique products.  
That makes people happy.

How do we do it? 
With our craftsmanship and unique know-how,  

our production is sustainable and modern – original in Erbach im Odenwald.  
Good design with a clear conscience.

What do we make?
Beautiful, contemporary and long-lasting products for a happy life.
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An was wir 
 glauben

What we believe

Ideas for friends since 1927
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»KLIKK 
    Design by Cairn Young, London



Made in Germ
any – local productio
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Ideas for friends since 1927

Award-winning 
Design

koziol
»BOTTICHELLI M
karibikblau

Ausgabe 01/2015

sehr gut



Made in Odenwald



100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose



100%  
recyclebar
& Made in Germany.

Bis zu 90%  
weniger 

Energiebedarf
als Keramik oder Glas.

Aktive 

 Reduktion von CO²  

durch eigene Produktion.



koziol Organic 
Collection

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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koziol setzt aus Überzeugung ausschließlich auf thermoplastische Kunststoffe, 
denn sie sind die ökologisch und ökonomisch sinnvollsten Materialien,  
die es auf dem Markt gibt. Sie sind langlebig, robust, kommen bei der  

Verarbeitung ohne jegliche Zusätze wie Formaldehyd oder Weichmacher aus und 
können vollständig recycelt werden.  

Bei der Verarbeitung von Thermoplasten wird bis 90% weniger Energie verbraucht 
als beispielsweise bei der Herstellung von Glas, Keramik oder Aluminium. 

Die lokale Produktion in Erbach/Odenwald garantiert zudem eine besonders  
energieeffiziente Fertigung auf modernsten Maschinen sowie  

kurze Transportwege und damit aktive Einsparung von CO
2
.  

Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen. 

koziol focuses exclusively on thermoplastics, because they are the most  
ecologically and economically friendly materials on the market.  

They are long-living, robust, can be processed without any additives such  
as formaldehyde or softeners and can be completely recycled.

The processing of thermoplastics uses up to 90% less energy than, for example, 
the production of glass, ceramics or aluminum.

The local production in Erbach / Odenwald also guarantees particularly energy- 
efficient production by using the most modern machines as well as short transport 

routes and thus active savings of CO
2
. Good design with a clear conscience.

Ideas for friends since 1927



Bruchfest
und splittert nicht.

Frei von  

Melamin,  
Formaldehyd und BPA

Hitze- 
beständig   

bis mindestens 100°C.
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koziol Organic 
Collection

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Die ökologische Kollektion mit Zellulose: 100% reines Material,  
100% recycelbar, extrem langlebig, ohne Schadstoffe, lebensmittelecht,  

geschmacksneutral und spülmaschinengeeignet. 
Das neue Material besteht thermoplastischem Kunststoff und einem  

organischen Füllstoff aus natürlicher Zellulose. ORGANIC ist  
dennoch kein Compound, sondern nach wie vor reiner Kunststoff,  

der problemlos zu 100% recycelt werden kann.
Die Produkte sind absolut lebensmittelecht, BPA-frei, spülmaschinenfest  

bis 100°C und besonders hygienisch im Gebrauch. 
Alle Produkte sind garantiert frei von Melaminformaldehydharzen,  

Weichmachern oder BPA, weder bei der Herstellung noch im Gebrauch  
entstehen gefährliche Schadstoffe. 

The organic collection with cellulose: 100% pure material,  
100% recyclable, extremely long-lasting, free of harmful substances,  

and food- and dishwasher-safe.
The new material consists of thermoplastics and an organic filler made of  

natural cellulose. Nevertheless, ORGANIC is not a compound, but still  
pure plastic that can be 100% recycled. 

The products are absolutely food- and dishwasher-safe up to 100°C  
and particularly hygienic to use. 

All products are guaranteed to be free of melamine-formaldehyde resins,  
softeners or BPA, and no harmful substances are produced during  

manufacturing or in use.

Ideas for friends since 1927





»CLUB COLLECTION 
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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»CLUB COLLECTION 
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Made in Germany
*

100% recycelbar
*

von Experten empfohlen:  
    50% weniger Personal- 

und Handlingkosten

Made in Germany
*

100% recyclable
*

recommended by experts:  
    50% less staff and 

handling costs

DIE Alternative zu Einweg
*

100% sicher
*

 ikonisches Design
*

spülmaschinengeeignet  
bis 90° Grad

 the alternative to 
disposables

*
100% safe

*
 iconic design

*
dishwasher-safe up to 90° C

Ideas for friends since 1927

koziol



»CONNECT ORGANIC COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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4037

»TULIP
Design by Cairn Young, London 

670

300

673NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Cutlery Set 4-pieces

Dimensions 46 x 46 x 225 mm
1.81x1.81x9.25 in.

PU 6

24 piece display

The set table rethought. The TULIP cutlery set consists of knife, fork and 

spoon and is a real inspiration as it stands upright. The three parts rest 

safely in a holder and can also be removed individually. An amazing 

design solution and at the same time a small revolution for the set table. 

Simply a brilliant idea and an expressive eyecatcher.
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3100»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

3101»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

674

673670

675

675

670 673

674

NEW

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Small Plate 205mm

Dimensions 205 x 205 x 20 mm
8.07x8.07x0.79 in.

0

PU 4

Large Plate 255mm

Dimensions 255 x 255 x 10 mm
10.04x10.04x0.39 in.

0

PU 4

CONNECT makes a good first impression with its clean shape. The small 

plate is ideal for fruit, snacks or cakes and also looks great on the  

breakfast table. Its uncomplicated design makes it ideal for combining 

with other dishes and opens up a wealth of design options.

Already a classic! The large plate in minimalist design fits in harmoniously 

everywhere and impresses with its solid quality and extremely cool  

look. CONNECT stands for a particularly clever and economical use of form 

and material.
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3141

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

674 675673670NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Cup 190ml

Sticker

Dimensions 73 x 73 x 75 mm
2.87x2.87x2.95 in.

PU 4

Get back to the basics with CONNECT. The geometric shape does not 

require a handle and can be combined perfectly with the CONNECT 

plates and other dishes. CONNECT is sturdy yet lightweight and stackable, 

making it an indispensable companion for picnics, too.
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3102

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 673 674 675NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Bowl 400ml

Sticker

Dimensions 123 x 123 x 50 mm
4.84x4.84x1.97 in.

PU 4

The universal bowl for soup, salad, and dessert. CONNECT is exactly the 

right size for all current food trends and will become indispensable in 

every kitchen. It transforms into a cereal bowl at breakfast and is perfect 

for ice cream after dinner!
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670 673 675

3270

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Tray 432mm

Dimensions 432 x 432 x 34 mm
17.01x17.01x1.34 in.

PU 4

The sturdy tray comes in a high-quality material and offers plenty of 

space for bottles, glasses and dishes. The wide edge gives CONNECT 

extra stability and maximum comfort when carrying. An indispensable 

accessory for every day.
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670 673 675

3084»PRINCE S
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 673 675

3085»PRINCE M
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 673 675

3069»PRINCE L
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

NEW

NEW

Storage Jar 300ml

Dimensions 110 x 110 x 90 mm
4.33x4.33x3.54 in.

PU 4

Storage Container 750ml

Dimensions 110 x 110 x 141 mm
4.33x4.33x5.55 in.

PU 4

Storage Container 1l

Dimensions 110 x 110 x 214 mm
4.33x4.33x8.43 in.

PU 4

From small to large, from flour, muesli, sugar, tea and coffee to the  

cookies you eat with them – PRINCE has space for everything that 

tastes best when stored airtight. Made of clear material,  

the containers have their own „viewing panel.“ The contents are 

visible at a glance so you can find what you need in an instant. 

The colored lids also help with identification. PRINCE is available 

in three sizes and suitable for stacking. 
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302

3873

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Box with lid, set of 3

Dimensions 252 x 247 x 130 mm
9.92x9.72x5.12 in.

PU 1

This trio is just perfect for preparing, keeping fresh and serving.  

The containers are extremely robust and close tightly, so everything 

stays fresh and crisp for a long time. They are also ideal for lunch,  

picnics and parties to go. All CONNECT containers are stackable and 

 take up minimal space in the cabinet.
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3870»CONNECT M
Design by koziol werksdesign

3871»CONNECT L
Design by koziol werksdesign

3872»CONNECT XL
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 673 674 675

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

NEW

NEW
670 673 674 675

670 673 674 675

Box with lid 1l

Dimensions 162 x 157 x 93 mm
6.38x6.18x3.66 in.

PU 2

Box with lid 2l

Dimensions 210 x 205 x 105 mm
8.27x8.07x4.13 in.

PU 2

Box with lid 4l

Dimensions 252 x 247 x 130 mm
9.92x9.72x5.12 in.

PU 2

Round or square? CONNECT is both. The basic square shape not 

only looks great, it is also easy to hold – even with wet hands.  

The robust quality offers the bowl extra stability and its circular top 

can be closed very easily and tightly. Everything stays fresh and 

crisp for a long time and can be easily transported. Its exceptional 

design and sturdy quality also make CONNECT the perfect serving 

dish. All bowls are stackable, resulting in a minimum use of space 

in the cabinet.
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4080

4084

4081

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

4089»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

670

670

673

673

674

674

675

675

670 673 674 675

673

Cappuccino Cup 300ml

Espresso Cup 100ml

Dimensions

Dimensions

80 x 80 x 101 mm

67 x 67 x 50 mm

3.15x3.15x3.98 in.

2.64x2.64x1.97 in.

Sticker

Sticker

PU 6

PU 6

Latte Cup 400ml

Dimensions 80 x 80 x 137 mm
3.15x3.15x5.39 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Coffee Cup Lid

Dimensions 83 x 80 x 16 mm
3.27x3.15x0.63 in.

Sticker

PU 6

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the 

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable 

cup for every day, and with its slim shape it fits comfortably in the hand. 

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the in-

side of the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment. 

Yes, sometimes it can just be that easy. With this practical CONNECT lid, 

you can take your lattes and cappuccinos to go. So, in the morning  

– just grab your mug of choice, add coffee, cover and be on your way!
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100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW



3034

»RIO 
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

301 Set of  4 369 Set of  4 496 Set of  4

Spoon

Dimensions 13 x 27 x 134 mm
0.51x1.06x5.28 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

Take one small spoon of RIO... The elegantly designed RIO with its  

rounded edges is the perfect companion when spooning slow food.  

For eggs, yoghurt, fruit salad, ice cream and much, much more.  

Plus it‘s the ideal accessory for every lunchbox. If coffee or tea is on  

the menu, RIO will instantly get into the flow of things. 
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3571

»AROMA M 
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 674673 675NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Insulated Cup 270ml

Dimensions 102 x 94 x 72 mm
4.02x3.7x2.83 in.

PU 6

This cup runneth over… with fantastic features! AROMA M insulates like  

a thermos flask, keeping hot liquids hot longer, while the outside  

always maintains its cool. The ring around the middle offers added grip 

for little hands. What‘s more, AROMA M is basically unbreakable,  

which makes it ideal for stylish picnics and all manner of outdoor events. 

And of course: kindergarten!
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»CLUB COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign



»LIGHT TO GO
»CLUB
»CHEERS  
»CRYSTAL
»LEMON
»TANGRAM READY

»CLUB COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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525 526 670 673

3799

»LIGHT TO GO
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Light

Gift Bag

Dimensions 180 x 180 x 280 mm
7.09x7.09x11.02 in.

Individualization runs of 20 upwards

PU 1

Light to go. This light accompanies you wherever illumination is needed. 

The integrated powerbank delivers up to 14 hours of light and can 

handily be charged with a USB cable. Ideal for places where you want 

to unplug like in the backyard, on the balcony, or while glamping. 

Even your mobile phone can be charged, in an emergency! The light is 

dimmable in four levels – as atmospheric lighting for romantic summer 

evenings, as a reading light or a nightlight for children. 
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3402

»CLUB No. 2
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540 652 653 654

250ml
ca. 330ml

Superglas 250ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 92 x 92 x 87 mm
3.62x3.62x3.43 in.

PU 6

This glass has superpowers! It not only insulates four times better t 

han traditional glassware and keeps drinks cold much longer. It is also 

practically indestructible and won‘t scratch or splinter even when 

thrown around. Ensuring happiness for hands and luxury for lips, the 

SUPERGLAS is the right choice for events, garden parties and weddings. 

It is absolutely unbreakable, reducing any risk to guests young and old. 
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3403

»CLUB No. 3
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540

250ml
ca. 290ml

654652 653

Superglas 250ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 65 x 65 x 148 mm
2.49x2.57x5.85 in.

PU 6

Not just loved by gin & tonic. Long drink glass CLUB No. 3 not only looks 

great, it also feels good in the hand and is practically unbreakable.  

The super material survives tosses without scratches or shards, making 

this glass ideal for the backyard or pool, or anywhere where glass  

shards aren’t welcome. This glass can be washed in the dishwasher and 

reused for years to come!
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3401

»CLUB No. 4
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540

300ml
ca. 410ml

652 653 654

Superglas 300ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 83 x 83 x 205 mm
3.35x3.35x8.09 in.

PU 6

CLUB No. 4 is a very stylish it-piece that is perfectly at home in modern, 

urban environments. The glass can be washed in the dishwasher  

and is extremely long-living. And being so resilient, it is good for the 

environment, too. Superglas is 100% designed and manufactured  

at the company headquarters in Erbach. For supercharged aficionados  

of style, taste and safety.
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3400

»CLUB No. 5
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 652

100ml
ca. 120ml

540 653 654

Superglas 100ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 66 x 66 x 202 mm
2.57x2.57x5.71 in.

PU 6

Champagne glass CLUB No. 5 not only looks great, it also feels good in 

the hand and is practically unbreakable. The super material survives  

tosses without scratches or shards, making this glass ideal for the back-

yard or pool, or anywhere where glass shards aren’t welcome. This glass 

can be washed in the dishwasher and reused for years to come!
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3406

»CLUB No. 6
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540

300ml
ca. 400ml

652 653 654

Superglas 300ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 88 x 88 x 141 mm
3.46x3.46x5.55 in.

PU 6

Superglas saves time and energy thanks to its uncomplicated shipping 

and transportation, is unbreakable and dishwasher-safe.  

And anywhere and everywhere the perfect design piece, fitting into the 

most  modern and urban settings. Its inner values also show through:  

Superglas is made in Germany, gentle on resources with a material  

that is 100% recyclable. The perfect glass for anyone who values taste, 

style and safety.
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3798

»CLUB No. 7
Design by koziol werksdesign

535

40ml
20ml

ca. 45ml

Superglas 20ml + 40ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 40 x 40 x 70 mm
1.57x1.57x2.76 in.

PU 12

I shot the sheriff, but I did not shoot the bartender. This shot glass 

remains calm even when the club is not. The koziol Superglas is with 

normal use virtually unbreakable and always scratch-resistant.  

With CLUB No. 7, you can drink shots and shooters in style. With two 

calibration marks at 2 cl + 4 cl.
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535

3415

»CLUB No. 8
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEW
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300ml
ca. 390ml

Superglas 300ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 75 x 75 x 173 mm
2.95x2.95x6.81 in.

PU 6

Not just loved by beer & cider. CLUB No. 8 not only looks great,  

it also feels good in the hand and is practically unbreakable. The super 

material survives tosses without scratches or shards, making this  

glass ideal for the backyard or pool, or anywhere where glass shards 

aren’t welcome. This glass can be washed in the dishwasher and  

reused for years to come!
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»CLUB No. 9
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEW
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200ml
ca. 250ml

Superglas 200 ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 76 x 76 x 171 mm
2.99x2.99x6.71 in.

PU 6

CLUB No. 9 is the glass that feels good in your hands and is the right choice for 

backyard parties, weddings and picnics. It is the most versatile and modern must-

have and the material is astonishingly strong, making it practically unbreakable. 

Perfect for use at events, in clubs, at the pool, and everywhere, where glass shards 

are less than welcome.
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»CLUB No. 10
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEW
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300ml
ca. 415ml

Superglas 300 ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 74 x 74 x 177 mm
2.91x2.91x6.97 in.

PU 6

You can drink your beer of choice in style with this exclusive glass in a 

masculine facetted design. The tall, narrow glass with its wide mouth 

will allow you to experience the full range of aromas and flavors present 

in your brew. The special high-tech material has an insulating effect, 

keeping your ale cool and refreshing for a longer time. The thick- 

bottomed base guarantees a secure footing, so no valuable suds are 

lost! The koziol Superglas is almost indestructible in normal use, handily 

scratch-resistant, and can be perfectly cleaned in the dishwasher. 

Available in two sizes. 
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»CLUB No. 11
Design by koziol werksdesign

NEWU N B R E A K A B LE

500ml
ca. 675ml
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Superglas 500 ml

Gift Box

Dimensions 85 x 85 x 216 mm
3.35x3.35x8.5 in.

PU 6

You can drink your beer of choice in style with this exclusive glass in a 

masculine facetted design. The tall, narrow glass with its wide mouth 

will allow you to experience the full range of aromas and flavors present 

in your brew. The special high-tech material has an insulating effect, 

keeping your ale cool and refreshing for a longer time. The thick- 

bottomed base guarantees a secure footing, so no valuable suds are 

lost! The koziol Superglas is almost indestructible in normal use, handily 

scratch-resistant, and can be perfectly cleaned in the dishwasher. 

Available in two sizes. 
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3436 525

»CHEERS No. 1

SAVE WATER  
DRINK CHAMPAGNE

Design by koziol werksdesign

3438 525

SELFIEQUEEN

3440 525

3441 525

MAKE YOUR 
DREAMS HAPPEN

SUNSHINE
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U N B R E A K A B LE

3780 525

LOVE

PU 6

Superglas 100ml with print

Dimensions 68 x 68 x 191 mm
2.68x2.68x7.52 in.

Gift Box

PU 6

PU 6

PU 6

PU 6

All you need is love! CHEERS is the perfect glass for every romantic 

occasion – from dinner dates to high-spirited wedding parties.  

The high-quality material insulates the drinks and keeps them cool, 

while the tall shape helps maintain carbonation as well. And the  

best part: the glass is virtually unbreakable, making CHEERS the ideal 

choice for weddings, birthdays, garden parties, outings and every  

other event where shards don‘t necessarily bring good fortune! 
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»CHEERS No. 1 
Design by koziol werksdesign

3911 525

THINK LESS  
LOVE MORE 3782 525

GRL PWR

3912 525 3913 525

CHAMPAGNE IS 
THE ANSWER

LOVE YOU  
TO THE MOON
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U N B R E A K A B LE

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
3439 525

LOVE 2.0

Superglas 100ml with print

Dimensions 68 x 68 x 191 mm
2.24x2.24x7.52 in.

Gift Box

PU 6

PU 6PU 6

PU 6

PU 6

My one and only. CHEERS is the perfect glass for every romantic occasion. 

The high-quality material insulates the drinks and keeps them cool,  

while the tall shape helps maintain carbonation as well. And the best part: 

the glass is virtually unbreakable, making CHEERS the ideal choice for 

weddings, birthdays, garden parties, outings and every other event where 

shards don‘t necessarily bring good fortune!
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3577»CLUB S 
Design by koziol werksdesign

3578»CLUB L 
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540

535 540

Glass 250ml

Dimensions 84 x 84 x 120 mm
3.31x3.31x4.72 in.

PU 8

Glass 400ml

Dimensions 88 x 88 x 141 mm
3.46x3.46x5.55 in.

PU 6

This elegant goblet simply belongs in every summer setting as a constant 

companion at all outdoor festivities. Why? Well, looks aren’t everything 

and this cup runneth over with practical features, too! It’s lightweight, 

impact-resistant – and easy to transport because it’s made to be  

stackable. Combining a fascinating beveled look with a fun feel and lots 

of cheerful colors, CLUB S adds a touch of class to any picnic and a  

cool, lighthearted note to warm summer evenings enjoyed outdoors. 

Water, long drinks, juices, lemonade... this tumbler can do everything! 

Meaning that this multitasker is destined for greatness both indoors and  

out – and for a reputation as a glass for all seasons! The fascinating  

beveled finish adds a sparkle to any table, and the organic structure of the 

surface makes it ideal for children’s grasping hands. And even if it falls  

– it won’t break! Considering all these merits, you can never really have 

enough of these CLUB L gems. Good thing they‘re eminently stackable!
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3687

»CLUB
Design by koziol werksdesign
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U N B R E A K A B LE
535 540

Superglas Pitcher 1,5l

Dimensions 193 x 122 x 252 mm
7.6x4.8x9.92 in.

PU 4

The stackable pitcher. This voluminous pitcher can hold up to 1.5 liters,  

looks beautiful and the best part: it’s really stackable! Finally, no more  

question of where to store your pitchers – because we all know, it’s nice to 

have more than one. The robust material is virtually unbreakable and  

keeps cold drinks cool longer. The lid has two different spouts, keeping ice 

cubes and lemon slices where they belong – inside. Rotate the lid  

90 degrees and the pitcher is tightly sealed, protecting from insects or dust.
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535 540

653 654

3545»CRYSTAL S
Design by koziol werksdesign

3544»CRYSTAL L 
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540

Glass 250ml

Dimensions 84 x 84 x 90 mm
3.31x3.31x3.54 in.

PU 8

Glass 450ml

Dimensions 85 x 85 x 152 mm
3.35x3.35x5.98 in.

PU 6

See you outside! Thanks to its robust material, CRYSTAL S is perfect for 

use in the backyard or on the patio. A true multi-talent – serving water, 

juice and lemonade as well as fruit salad or fancy desserts in style.  

It is also just the right size for children’s hands and doesn’t break when 

dropped. Easy to transport, stackable and dishwasher-safe. 

CRYSTAL L is happiest in the sun. The glossy diamond structure has a 

nice feel and insulates well, keeping cool drinks exactly that – cool. 

CRYSTAL L fits nicely in your hand, is stackable and dishwasher-safe.  

The absolute wannahave for picnics and backyard parties.  
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535 540

3688»CRYSTAL
Design by koziol werksdesign

535

4007»CRYSTAL
Design by koziol werksdesign

Pitcher 1,6l

Dimensions 120 x 180 x 245 mm
4.72x7.09x9.65 in.

PU 4

Pitcher 1,6l + 4 Tumbler

Dimensions 120 x 180 x 245 mm
4.72x7.09x9.65 in.

PU 4

Form follows emotion. With its sophisticated facetted design, this 

sparkling carafe and beaker set is guaranteed to draw admiring glances 

at every dinner and garden party. Just made for iced tea, lemonade,  

fruit juices and refreshing cider. 

Richly facetted surfaces turn these glasses with their matching pitcher 

into a sparkling set of jewels, catching the eye and intriguing the hand. 

What is more, they will insulate both cold and hot drinks. The surface 

was inspired by the look of hand-polished glass and translated in a 

contemporary material. Just right for iced tea, lemonade, fruit juices and 

refreshing cider.
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309

4023

»LEMON
Design by koziol werksdesign

Set of  2

Drinking Straw Holder

Dimensions 270 x 50 x 10 mm
10.63x1.97x0.39 in.

PU 6

Flow pack with Inlay Card

With a slice of lemon, please! This fresh motif instantly conveys summer 

feelings while holding the straw decoratively on the edge of your glass. 

The straw in the trusted Superglas material is nearly indestructible  

in normal use and won’t splinter like glass. The ideal straw for cocktail 

parties, garden parties and children‘s birthday parties. LEMON can  

be used over and over again, is easy to clean, of course food-safe,  

dishwasher-safe and free of softeners. The sustainable must-have!
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»CHEERS
Design by koziol werksdesign

4009

4010 535

4011 535

4021

4022 535

270mm

200mm

4021 535

4009 535

Set of  100

Set of  100

Set of  8

Set of  8

Set of  8

+

+ =

=

Safety drinking straw 200mm with brush

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 200 mm

0.26x0.26x7.87 in.

PU 12

Safety drinking straw

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 200 mm
0.26x0.26x7.87 in.

PU 1

Safety drinking straw 270mm

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 270 mm
0.26x0.26x10.63 in.

PU 1

Safety drinking straw 270mm with brush

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 270 mm
0.26x0.26x10.63 in.

PU 12

Brush for Safety drinking straw

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 200 mm
0.26x0.26x7.87 in.

PU 1

Environmentally friendly and safe. CHEERS is the reusable straw for 

any occasion. The tried and true Superglas material is practically 

unbreakable and unlike glass, will not shatter. The ideal straw  

for all kinds of parties – from the club to the backyard to children’s 

birthdays. CHEERS can be used thousands of times, is easy to clean, 

food- and dishwasher-safe, and of course free of any softeners.  

The absolute sustainable must-have!
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535

3649»CRYSTAL SALAD 
Design by koziol werksdesign

535

3546»CRYSTAL L
Design by koziol werksdesign

Salad Servers

Dimensions 12 x 84 x 296 mm
0.47x3.31x11.65 in.

Display

PU 8

Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l

Dimensions 270 x 270 x 111 mm
10.63x10.63x4.37 in.

PU 4

Making a crystal-clear case for fresh and healthy food, the CRYSTAL  

salad servers offer a dazzling design alternative that features a  

geometric-style retro appeal. With their comfortable slimline handles, 

the servers will hang conveniently in any kitchen. 

As the ultimate „dressing“ for salads of all kinds, CRYSTAL exudes  

decorative elegance with her fascinating diamond-cut look.  

And she won‘t only shine with healthy, calorie-counting starters.  

She is happy to host sinfully scrumptious desserts too.
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535

3547

»CRYSTAL S
Design by koziol werksdesign

Bowl 500ml

Dimensions 135 x 135 x 75 mm
5.31x5.31x2.95 in.

PU 6

This stackable side dish can do anything the new large CRYSTAL salad 

bowl is capable of, inspiring imagination from gourmets with  

a spirited light show. And as nobody wants CRYSTAL’s sparkling show  

to end, expect regular requests for second helpings.
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3480

»TANGRAM READY
Design by Jungmann/Radetz, Frankfurt

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

302 334

Gourmet Set

Gift Box

Dimensions 303 x 303 x 32 mm
11.93x11.93x1.26 in.

PU 2

An elegant enhancement to fine flavors. The modular bowl set TANGRAM 

is the perfect fit for modern, urban lifestyles, investing sophisticated  

tastes with a hint of luxurious nonchalance. The geometric tableware 

allows tapas, fingerfood and sushi to be presented and served in 

eyecatching style. The individual dishes can be playfully arranged and 

rearranged in numerous attractive constellations. 
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»OASE
    Design by koziol werksdesign



»CONNECT
»CANDY
»CLUB
»PASCAL
»BASIC
»DYNASTY
»KLIKK
»OASE
»PLOPP TO GO
»AROMA TO GO 2.0
»SAFE TO GO
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4080

4084

4081

»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

4089»CONNECT
Design by koziol werksdesign

670

670

673

673

674

674

675

675

670 673 674 675

673

Cappuccino Cup 300ml

Espresso Cup 100ml

Dimensions

Dimensions

80 x 80 x 101 mm

67 x 67 x 50 mm

3.15x3.15x3.98 in.

2.64x2.64x1.97 in.

Sticker

Sticker

PU 6

PU 6

Latte Cup 400ml

Dimensions 80 x 80 x 137 mm
3.15x3.15x5.39 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Coffee Cup Lid

Dimensions 83 x 80 x 16 mm
3.27x3.15x0.63 in.

Sticker

PU 6

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the 

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable 

cup for every day, and with its slim shape it fits comfortably in the hand. 

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the 

inside of the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment. 

A matching lid, CONNECT, is also available, transforming the cup into a 

travel mug.

Yes, sometimes it can just be that easy. With this practical lid,  

the CONNECT mug becomes the perfect travel mug in no time at all.  

So, in the morning – just grab your mug, add coffee, cover and  

be on your way!
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100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
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NEW
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525 526

668 669

670 671

3169»CANDY L
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526

668 669

670 671

3199»CANDY S
Design by koziol werksdesign

Box

Dimensions 190 x 135 x 70 mm
7.48x5.31x2.76 in.

PU 4

Liquid Safe Box

Dimensions 124 x 81 x 53 mm
4.88x2.99x2.09 in.

PU 4

Bread, snacks, fruit and even sandwiches are kept fresh and appetizing 

in the spacious lunchbox CANDY L. The clip closure is designed in  

such a way that the lunchbox cannot accidentally open during transport. 

The rounded shape feels smooth to the touch and ensures that it does 

not get caught going in and out of your bag or backpack.

CANDY S is the leakproof container for dressings, sauces and honey, 

making it the ideal companion for salads or muesli to go. Ingredients are 

kept separate, making sure everything stays fresh and appetizing  

to be mixed together just before it’s time to eat. CANDY S is therefore the 

perfect addition to all the larger lunchboxes from koziol.
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100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW
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3198

»CLUB
Design by koziol werksdesign

668 669672671

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Bento Box

Dimensions 135 x 142 x 108 mm
5.31x5.59x4.25 in.

PU 3

Salad to go. The lunchbox with the fresh, facetted design is perfect for salads, 

sliced fruit, cereal and everything else you want to mix just before eating.  

The top part offers plenty of storage space for toppings such as berries, nuts or 

croutons, and the mini container is just right for salad dressing, syrup or honey. 

All ingredients are kept separated and appetizing until mealtime. Meal prep  

is more popular than ever, as homemade food not only tastes better, it is much 

healthier and without disposable packaging easier on the environment.
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3168

»PASCAL READY
Design by koziol werksdesign

670 671669668

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set

Dimensions 232 x 166 x 62 mm
9.13x6.54x2.44 in.

PU 6

Homemade food on the go has never been easier with help from our new lunchbo-

xes. Taking your own healthy food with you helps you to do your part in conserving 

the environment – it is finally time to say goodbye to disposable packaging. PASCAL 

READY is the intelligent system for good food on the go. The system is well thought 

out, and the three boxes can be nested easily in one another. Salad, wraps, fruit, 

nuts, veggie sticks and croutons can be neatly separated so food remains appetizing 

until consumed. The compact KLIKK cutlery set which finds its place in the large box 

is the perfect companion for the lunchbox set. Thanks to the modular system, your 

own bento box can be reconfigured every day and adapted to the recipe of the day!
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525 526

3144»PASCAL MINI
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526

3158»PASCAL S
Design by koziol werksdesign

499 525

3152»PASCAL L 
Design by koziol werksdesign

668 669 670 671

668 669 670 671

668 669 670 671

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Lunch Box

Dimensions 96 x 70 x 52 mm
3.78x2.76x2.05 in.

PU 6

Lunch Box

Dimensions 151 x 108 x 60 mm
5.94x4.25x2.38 in.

PU 6

Lunch Box with Separator

Dimensions 232 x 166 x 62 mm
9.13x6.54x2.44 in.

PU 6

The practical addition to the lunch box concept PASCAL – because 

sometimes, less is more.  PASCAL MINI stores fruit, veggie sticks,  

nuts and cookies and fits perfectly into its bigger relatives. Food is 

properly separated, ensuring nothing gets in the way of maximum 

indulgence. And if it’s just for a little snack on the go, then PASCAL MINI 

works well on its own.

The lunch box PASCAL S is a compact container that is perfect for 

transporting sandwiches, fruit and other foods to go, making it the ideal 

companion on outings, at school and at work. It features a click & close 

lid that stays firmly in place and keeps contents fresh. Two S-size boxes fit 

perfectly inside the large PASCAL L, allowing foods to be kept separately 

yet conveniently stored inside a single container.

The PASCAL L lunchbox is a generously sized transport container with 

ample space for sandwiches, rolls, fruit, veggies and more. It comes 

equipped with a clip closure that keeps contents fresh. The robust  

material will maintain its good looks, making PASCAL L the perfect 

companion for years of everyday use. Cool bonus feature: this large box 

comes complete with a practical divider that keeps sandwiches and fruit 

safe and separately stowed. The set consists of 1 x PASCAL L + 1 x divider.
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525 526

3081

»BASIC
Design by koziol werksdesign

671670669668

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Lunch Box

Dimensions 168 x 122 x 66 mm
4.8x6.61x2.6 in.

PU 6

Fresh stays fresh. The spacious box keeps sandwiches, snacks, fruit,  

and even bread rolls yummy and fresh. The special “soft” design with its  

rounded edges makes the lunch box pleasant to hold – and prevents  

pointy corners catching in backpacks, school bags, or during car journeys. 
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306

4032

»DYNASTY
Design by Cairn Young, London 

668 669 670 671526NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Chopsticks Spoon Set

Dimensions 230 x 45 x 24  mm
9.06x1.877x0.94 in.

PU 6

24 piece display

For those who do not want to give up their table culture on the go:  

DYNASTY is the perfect to go set for Asian specialties, consisting  

of a large spoon and a pair of chopsticks. It is the perfect symbiosis of 

function, form and material. To transport, simply fit all pieces together 

compactly so nothing is lost. The cutlery is environmentally friendly, 

long-lasting, easy to clean and 100% recyclable.
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526

4036

»KLIKK POCKET
Design by Cairn Young, London 

4038306

671670669668NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Dimensions 38 x 30 x 170 mm
1.5x1.18x6.69 in.

PU 6

30 piece display

KLIKK POCKET is the ideal travel companion. Knife, fork, spoon easily click 

together and fit into any pocket thanks to its compact size. To open,  

just press the button and all three pieces will come apart easily. The cutlery 

fits comfortably in the hand and is extremely robust. The knife can even  

take on steaks! The material is extremely long-lasting and of course  

food- and dishwasher-safe. A meaningful concept for those who want to 

enjoy uncompromising sustainability.
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307 335

4003

»KLIKK
Design by Cairn Young, London 

525 526 655 657 659 663

Selected by

671670669668

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

PU 6

Dimensions 222 x 48 x 36 mm
8.74x1.89x1.42 in.

24 piece display

Knife, fork, spoon. Finally, a no-nonsense to go cutlery set that’s just the 

right size. You’ll never have to balance food to your mouth again!  

The three pieces are easy to take apart and snap back together without any 

guesswork – simply lift the knife at the blade and push down. All pieces 

fit comfortably in the hand and are extremely lightweight, fitting into any 

kind of bag. London-based designer Cairn Young has been fascinated with 

the Japanese art of wood joinery for years, developing a true obsession 

to nest, connect, assemble, and piece things together in an aesthetic and 

intelligent way himself. It is a game of geometry, symmetry and humor  

– always ending in a unique product. 
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3708

»OASE 
Design by koziol werksdesign

499 669 670668 671

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Water Bottle 425ml

Tag

Dimensions 74 x 74 x 217 mm
2.91x2.91x8.54 in.

PU 6

The three-part bottle easily breaks down into its individual components 

for thorough cleaning – even in the dishwasher. OASE is sturdy and 

safe, and the ideal travelling companion on outings, at school, at work 

and at home. OASE is made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable 

plastic – making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 

In the production process, 90% less energy is used compared to the 

production of glass or aluminum. 
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3796

»PLOPP TO GO
Design by koziol werksdesign

499 314 315 316308

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Water Bottle 425ml

Tag

Dimensions 74 x 74 x 253 mm
2.91x2.91x9.96 in.

PU 6

Instant street credibility with this iconic water bottle! Others will be green 

with envy as you refill with fresh water wherever you go. The two-piece 

bottle can be completely disassembled, allowing for a thorough clean  

– even in in the dishwasher. Zero waste and good karma: PLOPP TO GO is 

made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable plastic – making it light-

weight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. In the production process, 

90% less energy is used compared to the production of glass or aluminum.
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313 365 668 669 670 671

3797

»SAFE TO GO
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Insulated Cup 400ml

Banderole

Dimensions 92 x 92 x 145 mm
2.91x2.91x9.96 in.

PU 6

Enjoy your coffee with a clear conscience. SAFE TO GO will quickly  

become your favorite cup for that daily coffee to go – dent resistant,  

well insulated and can be used again and again and… again.  

The environment will thank you! The practical 360° lid ensures  

maximum comfort and the all-round ribbed design guarantees  

optimal heat protection. Never leave home without it!  
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3589

»AROMA TO GO 2.0
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

479 668 669 670 671

Insulated Cup with lid 400ml

Dimensions 97 x 92 x 120 mm
3.82x3.62x4.92 in.

PU 6

Banderole

Coffee lovers everywhere, rejoice! AROMA TO GO 2.0 sits comfortably in 

the hand and makes a stylish statement, promoting smiles all around. 

The insulated cup keeps hot drinks inside at the perfect temperature 

while protecting fingers outside from scalding. Thanks to its flexible fins, 

the lid fits snugly on the cup, making it the ultimate convenience for out 

and about too. The ideal way to make servers at your friendly neighbor-

hood café more than happy to fill-er-up.
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»CONNECT  
   ORGANIC COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign



»CLUB
»LEAF
»BABELL
»ANEMONE
»EVE
»BIG APPLE
»BETTY
»RIO
»MAXX
»COLUMBUS
»[pi:p]
»EIEI
»PALSBY
»HAPPY SPOONS
»MIAOU
»PICNIX
»HOT STUFF
»BRØD
    & many more
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525 668 669 670 671

4005

»CLUB PLATE L
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Dinner Plate

Sticker

Dimensions 260 x 260 x 18 mm
10.24x10.24x0.73 in.

PU 4

This facetted plate is like a fresh summer breeze for your next outdoor 

lunch or patio dinner, guaranteeing shard-free fun at even the most 

raging parties! Its solid material and modern colors add the  

finishing touch to a beautifully set table, and thanks to its top quality, 

won’t blow away in the wind. 
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525

668 669

670 671

4006»CLUB PLATE M
Design by koziol werksdesign

525

668 669

670 671

4004»CLUB
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Sticker

Soup Plate

Dimensions 220 x 220 x 35 mm
8.66x8.66x1.38 in.

PU 4

Bowl

Dimensions 162 x 162 x 64 mm
6.38x6.38x2.52 in.

Sticker

PU 4

The universal plate for backyard parties, picnics or glamping – or for 

any outdoor occasion for that matter! The outside has a lively facetted 

design; the inside delightfully polished to a high sheen. Its solid quality 

and wide stance are ideal for those who want to dine in style – even 

when outdoors.

Just the right size for the trendiest bowl recipes! Whether Smoothie, 

Poké or Buddha Bowl: This bowl will help let your imagination run wild. 

And for the traditionalists: Salads, fruit, soups or dessert can also be 

presented beautifully. The material will stay beautiful for a long time and 

the bowl is of course dishwasher-safe. 
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525

526

3660»CLUB
Design by Serge Atallah, Paris

300

355

3133»CLUB 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Set of  4

Set of  4

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Snack bowl

Dimensions 211 x 211 x 40 mm
8.31x8.31x1.57 in.

PU 4

Hors d‘oeuvres forks

Dimensions 10 x 24 x 119 mm
0.39x0.94x4.69 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 12

Variety is the spice of life – and organization its bread and butter.  

The CLUB snack bowl assigns separate quarters to fingerfoods, salads, 

sauces and dips. The polygonal design with its four compartments is  

also ideal for keeping gummi bears and nuts separate in front of the TV. 

The snack bowl is big on functionality but small in terms of space 

 – it is stylishly stackable. And the compact base makes it perfect for 

carrying, even when fully loaded with goodies.

CLUB is the pro among cocktail sticks and simply made for all those who love 

pick-me-ups! Tapas, olives, cheese cubes, fries… can now all be enjoyed in 

a more cultivated manner, defining a new cult! And talk about refinement: 

the durable, dishwasher-safe CLUB cocktail sticks can be used over and over 

again as high-quality snack accessories. Down with the throwaway society! 

Long live CLUB!
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525

3652»LEAF S
Design by Cairn Young, London 

343

3692»LEAF L+ 
Design by Cairn Young, London 

Bowl 600ml

Dimensions 180 x 247 x 87 mm
7.09x9.72x3.43 in.

PU 6

Salad bowl with servers 3l

Dimensions 329 x 486 x 127 mm
12.95x19.13x5 in.

Banderole

PU 4

The crisp, clean design of our iconic salad bowl now also features  

in smaller, but not lesser, versions. LEAF S will accommodate  

single servings of salad, fruit, dessert or soup. Remember your Latin?  

Sanum sanum edens figura. Healthy food, healthy shape. 

 Or something like that.

The most beautiful salad bowl known to man, in a compact size that‘s 

just made for smaller households and smaller portions – and naturally 

for every day! The sweeping shape makes each meal a feast for  

the eyes, and the integrated servers are always on hand to further 

enhance the look of this design icon.
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343

3693

»LEAF 2.0
Design by Cairn Young, London 

Salad bowl with servers 4l

Gift Box

Dimensions 402 x 288 x 200 mm
15.83x11.34x7.87 in.

PU 2

LEAF will adorn every salad creation. It always goes for gold and even 

brings its own servers – which mimic the bowl‘s gentle contours  

and come in attractively contrasting colors. Despite its small footprint, 

the tall bowl offers plenty of room for green salads. The London  

designer Cairn Young created this elegant table companion which has  

so much appeal that it demands to be used every single day.
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525 526 663

670 673 675

3180»BABELL L 
Design by thesevenhints, Wien

525 526

3181»BABELL XS 
Design by thesevenhints, Wien

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Etagère

Dimensions 314 x 314 x 340 mm
12.36x12.36x13.39 in.

PU 2

Etagère

Dimensions 198 x 198 x 220 mm
7.8x7.8x8.66 in.

Tag

PU 4

Gift Box

BABELL L is the classic high-rise for tempting tidbits of all varieties.  

She’ll beautifully showcase fruit, muffins, cookies, fingerfood and more 

on three attractive stages. But BABELL L doesn’t need a special  

occasion to shine. She’s at home doing everyday duty as well. If she has 

to vacate her usual standout location, she’s happy to do her space- 

saving best and dissemble in the cupboard. The three levels nest neatly 

and compactly in inverted order.

True greatness lies in life’s little things, like BABELL XS. Although she 

takes up no more space on a table, buffet or countertop than a candy 

dish, when it comes to impact BABELL XS is big. Sweet tooths will  

delight in the mouthwatering sight of cookies, chocolates and gumdrops 

presented to perfection. Heaven on earth! 
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525 526 670 673

3185

»BABELL BIG
Design by thesevenhints, Wien

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Etagère

Dimensions 380 x 380 x 530 mm
14.96x14.96x20.87 in.

PU 2

A stunning picture of pure opulence – BABELL BIG would be a perfect  

fit for paradise! Its dimensions are so gargantuan that the bottom  

level can even accommodate melons and pineapple, while the smaller 

tiers will happily play host to all kinds of tasty treats – from apples  

and berries through to gummi bears! Like all its siblings, BABELL BIG  

can be taken apart and its elements slotted together in reverse order  

for compact storage. 
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525

526

3538»ANEMONE
Design by I-PDD, Stuttgart

525

526

3552»EVE
Design by Robin Platt, London

Bowl

Dimensions 328 x 328 x 40 mm
12.91x12.91x1.57 in.

Gift Box

PU 2

Bowl

Dimensions 340 x 345 x 74 mm
13.39x13.58x2.91 in.

Gift Box

PU 2

ANEMONE’s arms exhibit the irregularity of handcrafting, lending the 

piece its one-of-a-kind character. The designers drew their inspiration 

from the chaos theory, in which seemingly random patterns ultimately 

reveal an underlying system. 

At once curvaceous and classic, EVE has the exclusive look of enduring 

design. Distilled to essentials, the gently rounded contours are a joy  

to both hold and behold – a delight for all the senses. EVE was designed 

by the London-based Robin Platt.     
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525

3170

»BIG APPLE 
Design by Maria Berntsen, Copenhagen 

Fruit Dish

Gift Box

Dimensions 375 x 375 x 130 mm
14.76x14.76x5.12 in.

PU 2

BIG APPLE never upsets the apple cart. On the contrary, it fits irresistibly 

in any tasteful setting. The fruit bowl adds a new dimension in detail  

with its oversized stalk – made of a surprisingly flexible material!  

And with its smooth contours and graceful shape, BIG APPLE‘s high-gloss 

surface will protect any kind of fruit and showcase it to perfection. 
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525

526

3186»BETTY
Design by koziol werksdesign

526

3580»BETTY TRAY
Design by koziol werksdesign

525

Etagère

Dimensions 241 x 244 x 271 mm
9.49x9.61x10.67 in.

Tag

PU 2

Snack Tray

Dimensions 351 x 354 x 194 mm
13.82x13.94x7.64 in.

Sticker

PU 2

The koziol success story in an eccentric update. BETTY the beautiful 

triple-tiered tray presents cookies, fruit or party snacks with a swivel  

of her hips. Each level can be positioned separately for a striking  

silhouette at every turn. 

BETTY takes up where the étagère leaves off as the modernly mobile 

serving solution for snacks, sweets or even complete meals. For the full 

spread, the tier that stacks on top is ideal for side items, dips or deserts, 

while the meatier main course has plenty of room below. An ingenious 

touch: the top level swivels, allowing simultaneous access to all the 

goodies on offer.
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525

3092»CLUB
Design by koziol werksdesign

535

3619»RIO
Design by koziol werksdesign

Butter Dish

Dimensions 120 x 165 x 69 mm
4.72x6.5x2.72 in.

PU 4

Butter Dish

Dimensions 121 x 175 x 58 mm
4.76x6.89x2.28 in.

PU 6

CLUB marries form and function for the best of both worlds.  

The transparent lid can be turned over and fitted firmly on the base  

– allowing practical, stylish serving with just a flick of the wrist.  

Now it’s also easy to cut the butter into neatly sized portions:  

the slightly elevated base ensures that knives will not slip or get stuck. 

And, needless to say, the CLUB butter dish is also dishwasher safe.  

Fits standard-size 250 gram packages.

The ultimate makeover for butter to brighten up the breakfast mood. 

The butters sits snug and safe beneath the elegant lid, maintaining its 

freshness.
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3470
»MAXX LOVE

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3471
»MAXX HOT

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3472
»MAXX YOU ARE MY HERO

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3473
»MAXX YOU‘RE SO FREAKING HOT

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3474
»MAXX MOM

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3475
»MAXX DAD

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3476
»MAXX I LOVE HIM

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

3477
»MAXX I LOVE HER

Design by koziol werksdesign

525

Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6

Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6
Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6

Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6

Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6
Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6

Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6
Mug

Dimensions 136 x 95 x 89 mm
5.35x3.74x3.5 in.

PU 6
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101 526

670

3004»COLUMBUS
Design by koziol werksdesign

001

3108»[pi:p]
Design by Frank Person, Darmstadt

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Egg Cup

Dimensions 90 x 115 x 26 mm
3.54x4.53x1.02 in.

PU 8

Salt & Pepper Shaker with tree

Dimensions 82 x 110 x 165 mm
3.23x4.33x6.5 in.

Gift Box

PU 4

Flat or round, chicken or egg? To discover the answers to conundrums 

such as these, Columbus set sail halfway across the globe.  

And his namesake now teaches us that the world of the egg is both flat 

AND round. The base will gladly transport sea salt and spoon, as well  

as hold shells and catch drips – so the cup itself will never runneth over.   

What’s more, where there’s room for one, there’s room for all:  

COLUMBUS is stackable, so families can engage a whole crew! 

This salt & pepper duo is branching out! And roosting in a place that 

can‘t be missed. A great looker on the dinner table and of course  

in every kitchen. Thanks to their built-in magnets, the birds won‘t 

wander from the perches unless you take them to task.
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319 320 322 323 496

3112»EIEI
Design by Cairn Young, London 

A208

A208»EIEI
Design by koziol werksdesign

Salt & Pepper Shaker

Dimensions 60 x 60 x 80 mm
2.36x2.36x3.15 in.

PET-box

PU 6

Promotion display

Dimensions 365 x 275 x 95 mm
14.37x10.83x3.74 in.

PU 1

What’s inside? The mysterious object, just like a regular egg, reveals its 

true self only after opening. Simply lift the top half, and you have  

a functional and decorative salt and pepper shaker: Stable, easy to refill 

and undeniably unique.
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670

3833»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

3838»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

Set of  4 Set of  4

Set of  4 Set of  4100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW

671

671670

Spoon 165 mm

Dimensions 168 x 38 x 16 mm
6.61x1.5x0.63 in.

PU 6

Spoon 199mm

Dimensions 199 x 35 x 16 mm
7.83x1.38x0.63 in.

PU 6

This small PALSBY spoon is simple and timeless in design. It goes with 

every meal and thanks to its lightweight yet robust material, it is also 

ideal for eating on the go. The narrow spoon shape fits perfectly into the 

curves of cups, bowls and jars – leaving nothing behind.

This long-handled spoon for that hard-to-reach goodness in tall  

containers. The narrow spoon fits perfectly into the curves of every cup, 

bowl or jar – leaving nothing behind.
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496

3290»HAPPY SPOON A-PRIL
Design by koziol werksdesign

101

3294»HAPPY SPOONS MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Set of  4

Set of  4

Spoon

Dimensions 12 x 29 x 151 mm
0.47x1.14x5.94 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

Spoon

Dimensions 12 x 29 x 160 mm
0.47x1.14x6.3 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

From the morning egg to the afternoon coffee break, from yoghurt  

to yummy marmalade:  A-PRIL ensures that every meal and in-between 

snack will put a smile on our faces. The little spoon is topped with an 

original symbol, giving it standout status in the cutlery drawer. 

From the morning egg to the afternoon coffee break, from yoghurt  

to yummy marmalade:  MIAOU ensures that every meal and in-between 

snack will put a smile on our faces. The little spoon is topped with an 

original symbol, giving it standout status in the cutlery drawer. And the 

colors make for added cheer – MIAOU comes in a rainbowed set. 
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417

3134

»MIAOU
Design by koziol werksdesign

Hors d‘oeuvres forks with tree

Gift Box

Dimensions 40 x 170 x 192 mm
1.57x6.69x7.56 in.

PU 4

On special occasions, humans and animals reveal a special kind of 

kinship. Whenever the goal is to make the best catch, party guests often 

behave just like MIAOU the cat, grabbing the top tidbits … and carting 

them off! To ensure fair play, the eight cocktail sticks are evenly  

spaced on their starting line, i.e. their decorative little tree. And when 

the fun is done, everything heads for the dishwasher. 
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525 526

3014»PICNIX
Design by Liora Reich & Barro de Gast, Milano 

370

3584»[pi:p] 
Design by Frank Person / koziol werksdesign

Toothpick Holder

Dimensions 57 x 76 x 95 mm
2.24x2.99x3.74 in.

PET-box

PU 4

Cocktail Stirrer

Dimensions 18 x 25 x 170 mm
0.71x0.98x6.69 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

PICNIX is the accidental center of attention at every party. He is perfect 

for preparing and serving appetizers as well as for picking out all  

the tasty little things at the table. Enjoy tapas and olives, antipasti and 

cheese cubes in style!

Stirred and not shaken. The stylish birdies mix long drinks, smoothies 

and freshly squeezed juices with great care and are original eyecatchers 

on the rim of glasses. These cocktail stirrers should not be missing  

at any bar or party! Their highly polished, crystal-clear surfaces are set to 

impress and thanks to the many beautiful colors, they also work as  

glass markers for larger crowds.
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331 360 365

499 668 669

3057»HOT STUFF M
Design by koziol werksdesign

331 360 365

526 668 669

3058»HOT STUFF L
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Storage Container 350g

Dimensions 171 x 85 x 165 mm
6.73x3.35x6.5 in.

Banderole

PU 6

Storage Container 500g

Dimensions 171 x 85 x 200 mm
3.35x6.69x7.87 in.

Banderole

PU 6

Good vibes guaranteed! This attractive container holds up to 350g (2 oz) 

and is equally ideal for storing coffee or tea while keeping its contents 

aroma-fresh. It is also ideal for storing flour, sugar, muesli, nuts, pasta 

and more, keeping them safe from light, air and humidity. Its convenient 

lid is easy to open and close, and even has a home for a scoop – which is 

therefore always to hand. Its pure simplicity will warm the cockles of  

any cook’s heart. What’s more, HOT STUFF guarantees maximum hygienic 

 safety, making it a must for every kitchen. Despite its name, HOT STUFF  

is suitable for cool contents only.

No shortage of space here! This attractive container holds a full pound 

of ground coffee – and keeps it aroma-fresh! It is also ideal for storing 

flour, sugar, muesli, nuts, pasta and more, keeping them safe from light, 

air and humidity. Its convenient lid is easy to open and close, and even 

has a home for a scoop – which is therefore always to hand. Its pure sim-

plicity will warm the cockles of any cook’s heart. What’s more, HOT STUFF 

guarantees maximum hygienic safety, making it a must for every kitchen. 

Despite its name, HOT STUFF is suitable for cool contents only.
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525

3042»BRØD
Design by Pentagon Design, Helsinki

525

3041»MANNA
Design by Tino Valentinitsch, Wien

Cracker Box

Dimensions 90 x 180 x 146 mm
3.54x7.09x5.75 in.

Banderole

PU 4

Bread Bin

Dimensions 225 x 362 x 165 mm
8.86x14.25x6.5 in.

Gift Box

PU 2

BRØD is the Finnish design world‘s response to koziol‘s question:  

How can we keep crispbread fresh for as long as possible? The designer 

duo Arni Aromaa and Sauli Suomela from Helsinki created this terrific box 

to store these crunchy crackers: “Make crispbread happier with BRØD!“

Simply divine. But the spacious bread bin MANNA will also keep  

earthly pleasures – such as a whole loaf of rye bread or pumpernickel 

– fresh and perfectly ventilated. The interior has a hygenically smooth 

finish, making it a piece of cake to clean. MANNA, MANNA…!
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525 655

659 663

3250»SNAP S
Design by Thomas Junk  
& Franziska Fuchs, München

659 663

3251»SNAP L
Design by Thomas Junk  
& Franziska Fuchs, München

525 655

Cutting Board

Dimensions 331 x 166 x 5 mm
13.03x6.54x0.2 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Cutting Board

Dimensions 464 x 242 x 8 mm
18.27x9.53x0.31 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Even in a smaller format, the SNAP cutting board is a big help in any 

kitchen. The compact size makes it especially handy and the functional 

design turns chopping chores into fun. SNAP S neatly folds in the middle 

– and hey presto! Herbs, onions and veggies are safely on their no-spill 

way into the cooking pot. The edge is designed with a strategic slant, 

making it easier to pick up and transport ingredients. Thanks to the 

indestructible plastic construction, knives will stay sharp and last longer.

Everything needs to be perfect on those TV cooking shows. That’s why top 

German chef Mirko Reeh swears by this image-boosting board:  

a cutting-edge tool that actually folds up to funnel choppings right on 

target! An ingenious product that delivers great design and functionality  

to even the smallest kitchen, SNAP is dishwasher safe and hang-uppable  

– plus it has a tapered edge for easy gripping. Beautiful design at its 

practical best.
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525 526 668 669 670 671

3264

»SNAP 2.0
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Sticker

Cutting Board

Dimensions 492 x 278 x 8 mm
0.33x19.37x10.94 in.

PU 6

First cut, then fold. This archetypal cutting board now boasts a new folding 

function as one of its intelligent design features. It can be folded in the 

middle and its contents funneled safely into a bowl or saucepan. Thanks to its 

professional dimensions, SNAP 2.0 allows all the ingredients to be chopped, 

cut and collected in one place. What’s more, it makes the perfect platform for 

slicing roasts and dividing up cakes as well. A large handle for easy gripping 

and lifting, a channeled rim that traps liquids and a knife-friendly surface 

make SNAP 2.0 a perfectly designed solution. 
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525 655 659 663

3639»[pi:p]
Design by Frank Person / koziol werksdesign

427

0911»DISPLAY

Cutting Board

Dimensions 250 x 298 x 5 mm
9.84x11.73x0.2 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Display for 12 Boards

Dimensions 275 x 350 x 97 mm
10.83x13.78x3.82 in.

PU 1

Cat: „I think you‘re the cat‘s whiskers.“ Bird: „Forget it, birdbrain!  

I‘m not your breakfast.“ Cat (thinks): „A bird on the board is worth two  

in the bush. I‘ll take what‘s on the board.“ The cutting and breakfast 

board for everyone who loves stories with a happy end. 
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525 655 659 663

3256
»HAPPY BOARD  
   Mmmmhhh...

Design by koziol werksdesign

001

0875»HAPPY BOARDS

Snack Board

Dimensions 247 x 192 x 5 mm
7.56x9.72x0.2 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Board stand

Dimensions 500 x 500 x 1840 mm
19.69x19.69x72.44 in.

PU 1

Delivery without products.

HAPPY BOARD MMMMHHH... is just made for yumminess. No matter 

what’s for breakfast, lunch, dinner or snacks, it will taste even better 

when savored in style and with a smile. HAPPY BOARD MMMMHHH... is 

crafted of extra sturdy, unbreakable material that nonetheless keeps 

knife blades sharp. And naturally it’s dishwasher safe. Yum yum!
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305 374

3734

»ENERGY-TOOL 
Design by Seventh Sense / koziol werksdesign

Set of  3Set of  3

Gift Set

Flow pack with Inlay Card

Dimensions 17 x 125 x 200 mm
0.67x4.92x7.87 in.

PU 24

Triple your vitamins and triple your fun – with an attractive set!  

EMMA P. makes peeling oranges a breeze! The little blade slices smoothly 

through the peel, keeping the fruit intact and fingers clean. If your  

citrus of choice is grapefruit, the PINK spoon will easily separate the 

segments into bite-sized pieces with its serrated edge. And then there’s 

KIWI, a tool that transcends simple spoon-hood, doubling as a knife to 

open fruit of the same name. Just run its beak around the circumference, 

twist the halves in opposite directions – and dig in!  
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525 668 669 670 671

5605

»BIBO 
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Organic Waste Bin

Dimensions 225 x 208 x 160 mm
8.86x8.19x6.3 in.

PU 2

Sticker

Did you know that kitchen waste can be used to generate electricity?  

For example, a single banana skin will keep an LED light illuminated for 

34 minutes - so don‘t just ditch it! It‘s worth saving kitchen scraps, and 

even more fun when using this smart box. With its compact dimensions, 

BIBO will find a home in the smallest of kitchens. What‘s more, it‘s easy 

to clean and, thanks to its snug lid, seals the contents hygenically.
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525

526

3682»AHOI
Design by Pedrizetti & Associati, Milano

525

526

3683»AHOI XL
Design by Pedrizetti & Associati, Milano

Lemon Squeezer

Dimensions 200 x 100 x 83 mm
3.94x7.87x3.27 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Orange juicer

Dimensions 136 x 225 x 90 mm
5.35x8.86x3.54 in.

Sticker

PU 4

There’s no need for sour grapes when the AHOI citrus juicer is around. 

Lemons and limes will love the great shape and sturdy design, and users 

will appreciate the two precision-enhancing pointed spouts for pouring 

– and holding back the seeds! To ensure that the deck stays sparkling 

clean, the AHOI citrus juicer can set course for the dishwasher after every 

assignment.

Whether it’s for a gourmet recipe or that morning time shot of vitamin C, 

the AHOI XL orange juicer clears the deck of fuss and muss. The original 

shape is not only attractive to the eye but ultra-sturdy and easy to use 

too. The pointed stern and bow guarantee smooth sailing and spill-free 

pouring. After use, AHOI XL simply sets its sights on the dishwasher to 

get shipshape for its next voyage.  
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535 540

3079

»KASIMIR 
Design by PINKEYE, Antwerpen

Cheese Grater

Hanging card

Dimensions 99 x 153 x 66 mm
3.9x6.02x2.6 in.

PU 6

KASIMIR perks up his quills to finely grate parmesan, cheddar & co. for 

pizzas, pasta and gratins. The little hedgehog is the perfect symbiosis 

of design, function and feeling – and an attractive addition to any table 

or kitchen. The ideal accessory for everyone who loves to cook and is 

devoted to fresh ingredients. KASIMIR is comfortable to use and makes 

great fun of grating.
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2998»CHEF²
Design by Julian Appelius, Berlin

3007»OLIVER
Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

3003»TURNER
Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

3841»MIRKO
Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

526 655 659 663

526 655 659 663

526 655 659 663

526 659655 663

Stirring spoon & Tongs

Dimensions 26 x 54 x 320 mm
1.02x2.13x12.6 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Stirring Spoon

Dimensions 34 x 53 x 312 mm
1.34x2.09x12.28 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Spatula

Dimensions 40 x 72 x 306 mm
1.57x2.83x12.05 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Strainer Spoon

Dimensions 49 x 98 x 332 mm
1.93x3.86x13.07 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

The first true multi-tool for cooks offers both wide-mouthed tongs and  

a spoon optimized for flat-bottomed pots. CHEF² multitasks equally well 

as a stirrer, gripper, lifter, turner and server. 

With OLIVER, encrusted saucepans are a thing of the past. This smiling 

spoon will happily stir purees and puddings – and of course every soup 

under the sun. Once his mission is accomplished, he will hang out on 

his handy wall mount, ready for the next assignment. OLIVER is made of 

high-quality, heat-resistant plastic. 

TURNER the spatula rushes to the rescue, scooping up eggs, steak,  

fried potatoes, and anything else that sizzles in the saucepan.  

The unique suction-cup holder can be affixed to all smooth surfaces. 

The German star chef Mirko Reeh supplied the inspiration for this cool 

new cooking utensil. His innovative namesake is tailored to the needs of 

professional cooking, and cleverly combines the advantages of a strainer 

and spoon. MIRKO will fish anything out of the pot –vegetables, dump-

lings, gnocchi, or even the recipe card that’s gone in over the deep end.
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350

3017

»LUIGI 
Design by Seventh Sense, Milano

Spoonrest

Gift Box

Dimensions 145 x 80 x 140 mm
5.71x3.15x5.51 in.

PU 4

Row, row, row your…. gondola! Whether soup, sauce or stew is cooking, 

LUIGI‘S Latin charm guarantees that every meal is a stirring occasion. 

And when the work‘s done, Luigi and his gondola will paddle happily 

around the dishwasher, too. 
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100

3099

»MEETING POINT
Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

Utensil Stand Set

Gift Box

Dimensions 148 x 190 x 360 mm
5.83x7.48x14.17 in.

PU 2

The dream team for every kitchen, this five-piece cooking set leaves 

nothing to be desired. Thanks to their practical stand all the utensils are 

now within easy reach. DONNA, TURNER and OLIVER are the top dogs  

in the pack: they’re made of a material that can withstand high tempera-

tures (up to 220°C/425°F), so they stay cool even when they’re in heat.
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525 668 669 670 671

3806»PALSBY M
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

525 668 669 670 671

3805»PALSBY M
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

525

3815»PALSBY M
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Colander 200mm/2l

Dimensions 210 x 210 x 78 mm
8.27x8.27x3.07 in.

PU 6

Bowl 2l

Dimensions 212 x 212 x 111 mm
8.35x8.35x4.37 in.

PU 6

Lid for Bowl 200mm

Dimensions 215 x 215 x 7 mm
8.46x8.46x0.28 in.

PU 4

The colander for small fruit, vegetables and berries that wastes not.  

The matching bowl catches everything that the colander ejects,  

down to the very last drop. And, in the process, takes the straining out  

of draining. Simply PALSBY perfect.

This small bowl cuts a fine figure when serving salad, side dishes  

and fruit. Thanks to its compact size and robust material, it is also  

a hit at picnics and garden parties.

Put a lid on it! Flavor-saving and airtight food storage is guaranteed  

with the mid-sized lid for the PALSBY M bowl. The PALSBY series is  

made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable plastic – making it 

lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 
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525 668 669 670 671

3808»PALSBY L
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

525 668 669 670 671

3807»PALSBY L
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

525

3814»PALSBY L
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Colander 280mm/5l

Dimensions 294 x 294 x 127 mm
11.57x11.57x5 in.

PU 4

Bowl 5l

Dimensions 300 x 300 x 146 mm
11.81x11.81x5.75 in.

PU 4

Lid for Bowl 300mm

Dimensions 300 x 300 x 9 mm
11.8x11.8x0.35 in.

PU 4

The joy of cooking starts with the prep. This commodious colander offers 

sufficient space for draining salad leaves, fruit, vegetables and pasta. 

The sophisticated design features practical handles on the side and a 

pretty „holistic“ pattern that does the actual straining. The colander fits 

perfectly inside the large PALSBY salad bowl, saving space in cupboards.

The world is a bowl: simple, sensual and shapely. To make sure this 

hemisphere doesn‘t revolve on its own and roll away, the base has an  

indented hollow that guarantees stability. This „multi-directional  

watering can“ also provides the perfect, no-spill pour. Make the world  

a happier place with PALSBY bowls.     

Put a lid on it! Flavor-saving and airtight food storage is guaranteed  

with the mid-sized lid for the PALSBY L bowl. The PALSBY series is made 

out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable plastic – making it light-

weight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 
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RE-EDITION
Designer: Ole Palsby
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670 671

3822»PALSBY M
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3823»PALSBY L
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3809»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3850»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Mixing Bowl 2l

Dimensions 250 x 212 x 115 mm
9.84x8.35x4.53 in.

PU 6

Mixing Bowl 5l

Dimensions 350 x 300 x 162 mm
13.78x11.81x6.38 in.

PU 4

Bowl flat 750ml

Dimensions 170 x 170 x 65 mm
6.69x6.69x2.56 in.

PU 6

Jug 1,2l

Dimensions 130 x 200 x 130 mm
5.12x7.87x5.12 in.

PU 4

This original mixing bowl is ideal for preparing cake batter, cream fillings, 

sauces and other liquids, as the two spouts guarantee drip-free  

pouring. The bowls are stackable, and the inside is highly polished for 

extra light cleaning.

This original mixing bowl is ideal for preparing cake batter, cream fillings, 

sauces and other liquids, as the two spouts guarantee drip-free  

pouring. The bowls are stackable, and the inside is highly polished for 

extra light cleaning.

Simple, modern, beautiful. This delicate bowl immediately brings the 

timeless Scandinavian style to the table and is ideal for serving side  

dishes such as vegetables, pasta or salad. 

In this high pitcher, smoothies, cream or even pancake batter can be 

pureed or mixed and then easily poured without spilling.  

The jar holds 1.2 liters of liquid, complete with markings that allow for 

accurate measurement. And when you’re done, it can be easily  

cleaned in the dishwasher.
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670 671

3835»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3836»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3831»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

670 671

3832»PALSBY
Design by Ole Palsby, Hellerup

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Ladle 230mm

Dimensions 245 x 76 x 52 mm
9.65x2.99x2.05 in.

PU 4

Ladle 275mm

Dimensions 270 x 85 x 57 mm
10.63x3.35x2.24 in.

PU 4

Salad Servers 260mm

Dimensions 265 x 80 x 30 mm
10.43x3.15x1.18 in.

PU 4

Salad Servers 300mm

Dimensions 305 x 90 x 29 mm
12.01x3.54x1.14 in.

PU 4

The handy ladle for serving stews, soups and sauces, as well as  

vegetables or noodles. The wide handle fits well in the hand and the  

soft material won’t scratch coated pots and pans.

The handy ladle for serving stews, soups and sauces, as well as  

vegetables or noodles. The wide handle fits well in the hand and the  

soft material won’t scratch coated pots and pans.

These modern salad servers are real eyecatchers. They feel good  

in the hand and are lightweight yet robust. The perfect complement  

to the PALSBY bowls. 

These modern salad servers are real eyecatchers. They feel good  

in the hand and are lightweight yet robust. The perfect complement  

to the PALSBY bowls. 
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299

2999»HANS 
Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

525

540

3210»COCO
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Set of  3

Dough Scraper

Dimensions 4 x 95 x 115 mm
0.16x3.74x4.53 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 30

Plastic Knife

Dimensions 25 x 305 x 65 mm
0.98x12.01x2.56 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 6

HANS the handy dough scraper doesn‘t only scrape bowls clean.  

He‘s also a whiz at spreading dough, cream or chocolate smoothly  

in baking tins. 

COCO is the cutting edge when it comes to slicing through salad greens, 

fruit or casseroles, not to mention cakes and pies. What‘s more,  

this durable plastic knife won‘t leave a single scratch on plates, pans or 

baking tins. Coco rumba!
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525 526 668 669 670

5225»MIAOU
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 669 670

5226»ROGER 
Design by Vega Design, Darmstadt

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Paper Towel Stand

Dimensions 128 x 128 x 369 mm
5.04x5.04x14.53 in.

Banderole

PU 2

Paper Towel Stand

Dimensions 116 x 123 x 334 mm
4.57x4.84x13.15 in.

Banderole

PU 4

From her purrfect vantage point, MIAOU guards her territory against spills 

and splashes, keeping paper towel rolls slim and slender – and leaving 

more space for creative cuisine on countertops. Her head detaches easily 

for refills, but she never loses it for long. Standing firmly on her broad 

base, this clever kitty will stay both sturdy and stylish during the liveliest 

family get-togethers. MIAOU is suitable for all standard kitchen rolls up to 

26 cm (10“) in width.

Guess who‘s on a roll? The answer rhymes with habit… ROGER has  

mastered the art of holding paper towels at the ready. His ears make a 

handy handle, and his feet keep the sheets from unrolling on their own. 
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535 540

5210»RIO
Design by koziol werksdesign

526

3160»FLAME
Design by koziol werksdesign

Cutlery Tray

Dimensions 318 x 210 x 46 mm
12.52x8.27x1.81 in.

PU 8

Trivet

Dimensions 245 x 245 x 7 mm
9.65x9.65x0.28 in.

Tag

PU 6

More RIO for drawers. The ideal organizer that puts a stop to silverware 

jumble. Cheerfully colored, beautifully designed, practically perfect.  

And like all products from koziol, dishwasher safe

Spice up hot treats with a dash of color. This floral table decoration has  

a hidden talent, doubling as the perfect platform for plates, bowls,  

dishes and pots on your table. Combine them in fascinating patterns for 

large pots. 
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540

3684»DOSIS 
Design by Langkop Design, Lorch

655 659

3202»YUMMI 
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

Metric Measuring Cup Set 0,5l & 1l

Dimensions 101 x 157 x 180 mm
3.98x6.18x7.09 in.

Sticker

PU 4

Spread Spoon

Dimensions 6 x 43 x 205 mm
0.24x1.69x8.07 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 25

DOSIS always measures up to the task of getting the right dose of liquids 

or dry ingredients: the slender shape sits perfectly in the hand, with the 

ergonomic hollow offering a secure and comfortable grip. The quantities 

are easy to read, thanks to the transparent material. DOSIS displays  

separate scales for liters/milliliters and sugar/flour. Available in ½ and  

1 liter sizes; kitchen-hygiene friendly, i.e. dishwasher safe. 

Spreading happiness. Whatever you happen to like on your bread  

– be it jam, peanut butter or chocolate spread – YUMMI will gladly scoop 

it out of the jar and lay it on, thick or thin. 
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100

3261

»PARK IT
Design by koziol werksdesign

Sinkside Organizer

Gift Box

Dimensions 117 x 198 x 158 mm
4.61x7.8x6.22 in.

PU 2

High-class aesthetics and top grades for practicality brought to you  

by the sink side organizer PARK IT. Once the dishwashing is over,  

it metamorphoses into a handy depository for all those little helpers  

that clutter up the counter: brushes and sponges can air-dry, dishcloths  

can hang out on the rack, and even dishwashing liquid will find an 

attractive place inside. The base is uneven, so nothing will stand in the 

water. What’s more, the organizer comes complete with a stopper  

that doubles as a cute accessory when not in use.
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525 526

5043»TIM
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

525 526

5029»TWEETIE
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

Dish Brush

Dimensions 66 x 65 x 263 mm
2.6x2.56x10.35 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Vegetable Brush

Dimensions 70 x 66 x 129 mm
2.76x2.6x5.08 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

High-flying TIM will rise to the challenge and do duty on even the most 

daunting mountains of dirty dishes. He‘s just dying to get his bristles 

wet, and loves to lead with his scraper head when tackling greasy pots 

and pans. What‘s more, since he‘s a stand-up, open-air kind of guy,  

once he emerges from the sink he‘s dry in no time.

Viva vitamins! TWEETIE is a handsome and handy little tool with big 

ambitions: namely, scrubbing potatoes, radishes, carrots & co. – and 

putting an end to vitamin- and time-consuming peeling. TWEETIE stands 

alone, with a bristling hairdo designed for convenient air-drying. 
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526

535

5875»AMANDA 
Design by koziol werksdesign

3712»TOM 
Design by koziol werksdesign

011

535

014

540

015

654

016

656

372

Stainless Steel Soap w. holder

Dimensions 62 x 100 x 47 mm
2.44x3.94x1.85 in.

PET-box

PU 6

Jar Opener

Dimensions 28 x 51 x 122 mm
1.1x2.01x4.8 in.

PU 6

PU 6

PU 20

Flow pack with Inlay Card

Display

Hanging card

AMANDA comes bearing good news – in the shape of a beautifully crafted 

stainless steel bar of “soap” that magically rids hands of unpleasant  

odors, such as onion or garlic. When placed in contact with water, the 

metal neutralizes and removes all malodorous substances in just seconds. 

Brain over brawn! Here’s an easy solution to opening screw-top jars. 

TOM effortlessly lifts lids by allowing air to enter the jar and release the 

vacuum. No slippage, no spills. 
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304

535 540 653

373

3716»SUNNY 
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

665

3718»ARNOLD 
Design by Seventh Sense, Milano

Set of  4

Set of  4

Bottle Cap Opener

Dimensions 71 x 71 x 15 mm
2.8x2.8x0.59 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 48

PU 24

Bottle Cap Opener

Dimensions 58 x 75 x 43 mm
2.28x2.95x1.69 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 12

Simply genius. SUNNY provides the right momentum and opens plastic 

bottle caps in a heartbeat. The leverage effect provides anyone with 

superpowers and the compact shape is perfect for children‘s little hands. 

With ARNOLD around, no bottle top is safe. This clever turtle will come to 

grips with stubborn tops and remove them in an instant - with a quick 

twist of the wrist. The cone-shaped interior is suitable for all standard 

sizes up to 3 cm (1.2 inches) in diameter; the rubber-like exterior ensures 

non-slip handling.
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371

3717»ROLLMOPS 
Design by vierdeedesign, Aschaffenburg

525 526

3711»MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Tube Squeezer

Dimensions 12 x 50 x 120 mm
0.47x1.97x4.72 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 48

Tube Squeezer

Dimensions 15 x 45 x 108 mm
0.59x1.77x4.25 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 8

The ultimate tube tool to the rescue! Whether it’s toothpaste or an 

exotic condiment – now nothing goes to waste. ROLLMOPS helps control 

portion size – and ensures enjoyment down to the very last squeeze.  

Two different sizes per set, inside measurements: 51 + 64 mm.

Like the most watchful of cats, nothing escapes MIAOU‘s attention  

night or day. As she twists and turns, she squeezes every tube dry, 

ensuring that none of its contents remain trapped inside. MIAOU is also 

in her element wherever anything needs to be dispensed with precision. 

Whether it’s mayonnaise, mustard, toothpaste, hair gel or hand lotion, 

glue or shoe polish – she stands surety that none will go to waste! 

MIAOU performs at her best on metal tubes. 
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496

525 526

3744»MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

496

525 526

3741»[pi:p]
Design by Frank Person, Darmstadt

Bottle Stopper

Dimensions 27 x 40 x 112 mm
1.06x1.57x4.41 in.

PU 12

Bottle Stopper

Dimensions 32 x 73 x 107 mm
1.26x2.87x4.21 in.

PU 12

Flow pack with Inlay Card

Flow pack with Inlay Card

24 piece display

24 piece display

MIAOU never lets her concentration lapse as she preserves the purity  

of wine and spirits: her flexible stopper creates an airtight seal that keeps 

liquids and their bouquet safely inside. What‘s more, there‘s scarcely a 

bottle that MIAOU won‘t turn into an elegant gift. And she‘ll even add the 

finishing touch to rare vinegars and fine oils! Absolutely neutral in taste, 

MIAOU is also a snap to clean.

The little bird keeps opened wine bottles sealed airtight until the next 

happy hour. Thanks to its conical shape and flexible material, the stopper 

fits almost any bottle. [pi:p] can be twisted with one hand and when  

not in use, finds a place in every drawer. It is also a decorative eyecatcher 

on vinegar and oil bottles.
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011

5313

»[pi:p]
Design by Frank Person / koziol werksdesign

Set of  4

Bag Clip

Flow pack with Inlay Card

Dimensions 19 x 47 x 75 mm
0.75x1.85x2.95 in.

PU 36

Turn your pantry or laundry room into a bird sanctuary. This little birdie 

will keep food fresh or perch happily on your washing line, keeping 

everything safe under its wing. The ideal gift for others and yourself. 

Combine them with other items from the koziol product aviary for 

year-round springtime.
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002

5315

»MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Bag Clip

Flow pack with Inlay Card

Dimensions 15 x 45 x 86 mm
0.59x1.77x3.39 in.

PU 36

This practical cat will sink her claws into any open bag, closing it securely 

and protecting its contents from the light and air. She makes crumbs  

and spills a thing of the past – a boon for cooking ingredients, bathroom 

cosmetics and packed lunches alike. What‘s more, MIAOU makes the 

perfect addition to gifts like tea, coffee and homemade cookies. 
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525 526

655 659 671

3236»MIAOU
Design by koziol werksdesign

010 011 013

655 659 671

3233»RUDOLF
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Tea Strainer

Dimensions 64 x 38 x 77 mm
2.52x1.5x3.03 in.

Banderole

PU 24

Tea Strainer

Dimensions 73 x 66 x 90 mm
2.6x2.87x3.54 in.

Banderole

PU 24

People are drawn to cats because their gentle natures exude warmth 

and comfort. But MIAOU is full of surprises too. This practical pet will get 

every tea lover purring with pleasure – by putting the strain back into  

tea making! Happy to hang around on the rims of cups and mugs, the fat 

cat has ample space for tea bags and tea leaves alike. And MIAOU‘s  

non-slip head is just perfect for removing her when the tea is brewed. 

Feline fun for the whole family.

Tea lovers will lap up this version of RUDOLF. From now on, just leave the 

brewing to RUDOLF and he’ll serve up the perfect cuppa in 3-5 minutes. 

The roomy RUDOLF tea strainer slips neatly onto any glass, mug or 

teacup, offering ample space for the tea to steep. And the tiny, catch-all 

holes in the strainer make sure that each cup looks every bit as good  

as it tastes. 
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525

3558»LILLI
Design by koziol werksdesign

302 317

496

3556»LEAF-ON
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Set of  4 Set of  4

Set of  4

Mini Cup Carryall

Dimensions 62 x 30 x 66 mm
1.18x2.44x2.6 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

Bowl

Dimensions 143 x 92 x 26 mm
5.63x3.62x1.02 in.

Flow pack with Inlay Card

PU 24

For those short breaks: tea bags are practical when time is of the  

essence, but the disposal issue can sometimes be a pain. Now there’s  

a mini-bag that simply hooks onto the rim of the cup. Coffee drinkers,  

be comforted: the bag also doubles as a cookie holder.

Pure, clean pleasure. Thanks to LEAF-ON, drinks will stay free of insects 

and stray leaves. And at buffets, standing guests will have a handy 

depository for olives, nuts and fingerfood. You just can‘t have enough 

LEAF-ONs for every occasion. 
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»DEL
    Design by koziol werksdesign



»DEL
»SURF
»BOKS
»SPLASH
»TOQ
»MIAOU
»PLUG‘N‘ROLL
»RIO
»MARY LOO
»LOOP
»FLOW
»WOW
»CORA
»[pi:p] L
»MORITZ
»SVEN
»BUNNY
»TOMMY
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»DEL XL

»DEL M

»DEL S

»DEL XS

»DEL XXS
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525 526 659 665 667 670 675

5779»DEL XXS
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 659 665 670 675

5778»DEL XS
Design by koziol werksdesign

667

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

»DEL XL »DEL M »DEL S »DEL XS »DEL XXS

Swing-Top Wastebasket 0,9l

Dimensions 127 x 127 x 187 mm
5x5x7.36 in.

PU 4

Swing-Top Wastebasket 2l

Dimensions 165 x 165 x 240 mm
6.5x6.5x9.45 in.

PU 4

There’s nothing like a cluttered breakfast table to ruin the relaxed start  

of a fresh new day. DEL XXS puts a lid on disorder. It will swing its  

thing and make everything that spoils the harmony simply vanish.  

And once it’s done its job, DEL XXS just disappears into the dishwasher. 

Another reason to get out of bed in the morning!

DEL XS is the ideal size for a guest bathroom, because it will fit into the 

tiniest corner and under every sink. In the kitchen, DEL XS can serve  

as a catchall – or a separate depository for organic waste. It’s big enough 

for fully-fledged meals but small enough not to require emptying before 

its contents remind our noses!
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525 526 659 665 667 670 675

5777»DEL S
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 659 665 667 670 675

5775»DEL M
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 659 665

5773»DEL XL
Design by koziol werksdesign

667 670 675

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Swing-Top Wastebasket 5l

Dimensions 216 x 216 x 370 mm
8.5x8.5x14.57 in.

PU 4

Swing-Top Wastebasket 12l

Dimensions 290 x 290 x 445 mm
11.42x11.42x17.52 in.

PU 4

Swing-Top Wastebasket 30l

Dimensions 340 x 340 x 648 mm
13.39x13.39x25.51 in.

PU 4

Space-saving dimensions but ample height make DEL S a true standout 

in any bathroom or crafts corner. Everything unsightly simply disappears 

from view. And even full to the brim, DEL S can easily be transported to 

the next major trash collection point in the house. 

DEL M reigns supreme in the family bathroom or as the all-rounder 

garbage tin. No one and nothing can shatter its calm. Size counts too:  

with this diameter base, it‘s never in danger of keeling over. Good to 

know on a hectic day in the office, especially if you have restless  

leg syndrome and there’s a lot of action under your desk! Good looks 

never hurt either, and DEL M is sleek enough to accompany any  

boss in the executive suite!

DEL M reigns supreme in the family bathroom or as the all-rounder 

garbage tin. No one and nothing can shatter its calm. Size counts too:  

with this diameter base, it‘s never in danger of keeling over. Good to 

know on a hectic day in the office, especially if you have restless  

leg syndrome and there’s a lot of action under your desk! Good looks 

never hurt either, and DEL M is sleek enough to accompany any  

boss in the executive suite!
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525 535 540 659 667 670 675

2845»SURF M
Design by Annette Lang, Wiesbaden

525 535 540 659 667 670 675

2844»SURF XS
Design by Annette Lang, Wiesbaden

525 535 540 659

2846»SURF XL
Design by Annette Lang, Wiesbaden

667 670 675

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Organizer

Dimensions 65 x 216 x 253 mm
2.56x8.5x9.96 in.

Sticker

PU 4

Organizer

Dimensions 53 x 150 x 176 mm
2.09x5.91x6.93 in.

Sticker

PU 6

Organizer

Dimensions 81 x 270 x 315 mm
3.19x10.63x12.4 in.

Sticker

PU 4

SURF will ride the tide in the bath, leaving order and convenience in its 

wake. The curling hook can hang on the bathtub faucet or showerhead. 

The two slits on the base have twin functions: they let water drain out  

– and provide an anchor for attaching additional SURFs – and creating 

an expandable, space-saving organizer for shampoo, shower gel, 

sponges and more. 

The mini utensilo SURF XS simply swims against the tide when it comes 

to shape. The gentle curves are dynamically designed to serve a single 

purpose: good order. SURF XS is ideally suited as a storage place for  

all those little things that congregate in the bathroom: hair brushes, 

cream jars, tubes, makeup brushes... The crest will happily hang on any 

wall hook. What’s more, the slit in the bottom can accommodate another 

SURF XS, offering wave after wave after wave of perfect organization.

Turning the tide when it comes to functionality, the SURF XL bath catch 

all really will hold it all! Shampoo bottles, shower gel tubes … even the 

large family sizes will find plenty of room. SURF XL hooks securely over 

the shower or bathtub, and is a great, natural combo with its smaller 

siblings (sizes M and S). 
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525 535 540

659 667

670 675

5241»BOKS
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 535

540 659

667

5242»BOKS
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Organizer

Dimensions 105 x 350 x 158 mm
4.13x13.78x6.22 in.

Hanging card

PU 4

Corner Organizer

Dimensions 192 x 192 x 74 mm
7.56x7.56x2.91 in.

Hanging card

PU 4

Whether for shower gel, bubble bath, creams or cosmetics,  

BOKS is utterly accommodating. Two drainage holes in the base make 

this organizer ideal for storing sponges, shampoo and even toys.

Designed to stand in the corner, this practical solution for bathroom 

clutter is small enough to squeeze into the tiniest shower. Holes in the 

bottom let water drain out. 
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525 535 540 659 667

5240

»SPLASH
Design by koziol werksdesign

Organizer

Hanging card

Dimensions 95 x 275 x 130 mm
3.74x10.83x5.12 in.

PU 4

Now, at last, there’s a place to stow all those errant bottles and tubes  

– and it even has room for a sponge! The cheerful SPLASH organizer will 

simply stand on horizontal surfaces or attach to bathroom tiles using 

suction cups. Two small holes in the base allow water to drain. A smart 

design and splash of color for any bathroom. 
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998

5012

999

5013

525 526

5234»TOQ
Design by Platt & Young, London 

525 526

5010»TOQ
Design by Platt & Young, London 

525 526

5009»TOQ
Design by Platt & Young, London 

Toilet brush head Internal thread

Dimensions 77 x 77 x 93 mm
3.03x3.03x3.66 in.

PU 4

Toilet brush head External thread

Dimensions 77 x 77 x 100 mm
3.03x3.03x3.94 in.

PU 4

Toilet Paper Holder

Dimensions 50 x 144 x 192 mm
1.97x5.67x7.56 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Toilet Brush

Dimensions 113 x 113 x 443 mm
4.45x4.45x17.44 in.

Tag

PU 4

Paper Towel Stand

Dimensions 80 x 115 x 365 mm
3.15x4.53x14.37 in.

display tag

PU 6

  Toilet brush head
Every toilet brush needs a makeover now and again.  

This practical replacement brush simply screws on to RIO, TOQ, MARY LOO, MIAOU and SENSE. 

The intergalactic TP holder is the ideal counterpart to the TOQ Brush. 

Welcome the bath as a must-see destination for every budding designer. 

TOQ brings out-of-this-world design down to earth and into the bath. 

The London-based designer duo of Platt & Young champions bold looks 

and daring shapes, which they incorporate into their products with 

inimitable flair. 

TOQ keeps an eye on reserves, ensuring that there are always plenty  

of rolls to go around. 
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535 540

5231»MIAOU
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526

5221»MIAOU
Design by koziol werksdesign

526

5017»MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Toilet Paper Holder

Dimensions 132 x 127 x 127 mm
5.2x5x5 in.

Banderole

PU 4

Spare roll holder

Dimensions 128 x 128 x 369 mm
5.04x5.04x14.53 in.

Banderole

PU 4

Toilet Brush

Dimensions 130 x 130 x 436 mm
5.12x5.12x17.17 in.

PU 4

Sticker

Cats instinctively love to cavort and frolic around, but the MIAOU toilet 

paper holder is a truly cool and relaxed cat. If you want, there’s no need 

for dirty drills: MIAOU also easily attaches to tiles with a suction cup.  

So it can be easily detached for spring cleaning – or even moving house! 

To change the roll, the decorative head simply pulls off.

Even the tamest member of the cat family is a predator, which is why 

MIAOU sinks his claws into the task of keeping spares at the ready.  

MIAOU will hold two rolls of toilet paper, and more can be added anytime 

by simply removing the head. The fun, unusual design is a breath of 

fresh air, even somewhere as mundane as a bathroom. 

As everyone knows, cats are clean and finicky animals, and the  

MIAOU toilet brush is no exception. The eye-catching, ergonomically 

designed handle holds a replaceable brush head, while integrated 

drainage in the base allows the brush to dry between uses. 
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535 540 659 667 670 675

5235»PLUG‘N‘ROLL
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540 659 667 670 675

5048»RIO
Design by koziol werksdesign

499 525

5011»MARY LOO
Design by Robin Platt, London

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Toilet Paper Holder

Dimensions 135 x 130 x 130 mm
5.31x5.12x5.12 in.

Banderole

PU 6

Toilet Brush

Dimensions 104 x 104 x 460 mm
4.09x4.09x18.11 in.

PU 4

Toilet Brush

Dimensions 104 x 219 x 428 mm
4.09x8.62x16.85 in.

PU 4

Sticker

Tag

Dock, plug and go! Toilet paper has never been so ‘hands-on’ from the 

get-go. This holder will definitely rock the roll – and it can be mounted 

on its suction cup in mere seconds wherever desired. No drilling,  

no cracked tiles, no mess! What’s more, it can easily be repositioned 

at any time. For a more permanent solution, PLUG ‘N ROLL can also be 

attached with screws. 

The RIO toilet brush is an elegant basic that blends harmoniously with  

almost any bathroom decor. Its purist shape is both timeless and 

modern; its look subtle yet smart. The ideal gift for sophisticated design 

aficionados. Replacement brush heads are also available, aiding  

sustainability. What’s more, it coordinates with other products in the 

koziol bathroom collection, and comes in an array of colors.

Why hasn‘t anyone thought of this before? Thanks to its long handled 

base, the MARY LOO toilet brush can be relocated from a safe distance  

– to clean the bathroom, for instance. And still look great. The smooth, 

streamlined shape was created by the London-based designer Robin Platt, 

and it fits easily into almost every bathroom décor.
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535 540 659 667 670 675

5822»LOOP 
Design by koziol werksdesign

535 540 659 667 670 675

5827»LOOP 
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Toothbrush Tumbler Holder 300ml

Dimensions 80 x 72 x 175 mm
3.15x2.83x6.89 in.

Hanging card

PU 4

Soap Dish

Dimensions 90 x 140 x 90 mm
3.54x5.51x3.54 in.

Hanging card

PU 4

Bathroom too small? LOOP comes to the rescue with a suction cup that 

attaches directly to tiles. The slim cup will keep toothbrushes – and 

toothpaste - high and dry. Both the cup and the holder are sturdy and 

indestructible, and can be taken off for cleaning. For a permanent 

solution, LOOP can also be attached with a screw. 

LOOP is smart in every way and ideal for bathromms. And thanks to its 

intelligent design, the oval dish detaches from the suction fixture  

for easy cleaning. LOOP also looks great harmonizing in the bathroom 

with the companion LOOP toothbrush holder. 
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667

540

670

659

675

5828»RIO
Design by koziol werksdesign

324 325 330

526 535

670 675

5879»FLOW
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Tumbler 300ml

Dimensions 73 x 73 x 115 mm
2.87x2.87x4.53 in.

PU 6

Soap Dispenser 250ml

Dimensions 88 x 88 x 177 mm
3.46x3.46x6.97 in.

PU 6

RIO is not only a practical bathroom basic that keeps toothbrushes and 

toothpaste attractively corralled. It’s also the ideal receptacle for  

make-up brushes, eyebrow pencils etc. Slim and tall, the cups add 

colorful accents to any bath, and are easy to clean as well.

FLOW is perfectly at home in any bathroom. Creams, lotions and liquid 

soap all find their way conveniently through the slender, elongated 

neck. An unusual plus: the entire top section unscrews, so the tank can 

be filled in seconds. 
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525 526

5266

»WOW 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Ring Stand

Hanging card

Dimensions 51 x 144 x 216 mm
2.01x5.67x8.5 in.

PU 6

WOW is finger bling’s new best friend! This cute character combines a 

sturdy canine stance with the graceful tail of a furry feline: ideal when 

it comes to caddying and caring for rings of all dimensions. But WOW 

needn’t spend life alone. MAIOU and RINGO are ideal playmates, just 

purring for a game of cat and mouse!
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525 526

5263

»MIAOU 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Ring Stand

Hanging card

Dimensions 46 x 86 x 215 mm
1.81x3.39x8.46 in.

PU 6

„What‘s new, Pussycat?” – MIAOU has the answer with some sleek  

new functions. Her tail will accommodate a right royal array of rings, 

while her pierced ears will happily keep prized earrings in shape  

until the next hot date. Like all of her feline friends, MIAOU has a perfect 

sense of balance. With her natural poise and perfectly positioned feet, 

she never wobbles or wavers – even when fully laden. 
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100 107

5265

»CORA
Design by Annette Lang, Wiesbaden

Jewelry Organizer

Dimensions 93 x 262 x 322 mm
3.66x10.31x12.68 in.

PU 4

Gift Box

The fascinating organic structure of corals is now available for the home 

– in the shape of sensuous and still multi-tasking CORA. The transparent 

branches are ideal for sorting rings, necklaces and bracelets. The base 

gladly safeguards watches, cell phones and keys – or can stay in charac-

ter as a bed of sand and seashells.
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100 107

5260»[pi:p] M
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

100 107

5262»[pi:p] L
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Trinket Tree

Dimensions 128 x 273 x 306 mm
5.04x10.75x12.05 in.

PU 4

Trinket Tree

Dimensions 128 x 276 x 438 mm
5.04x10.87x17.24 in.

PU 4

Gift Box

Gift Box

Our Tree of the Year! The inviting branches on [pi:p] reach out invitingly, 

offering to hold rings, earrings, bracelets and necklaces. And the integ-

rated dish at its base is ideal for cell phones, reading glasses, watches 

and keys. Looks good, works well, and is sure to grow on you.

Jewelry may not grow on trees but it looks better – and is much easier to 

find – when dangling from the [pi:p] trinket tree. The treetop is ideal for 

earrings, and the branches for necklaces and bracelets, while rings and 

smaller treasures will find safe homes in the practical base. And with its 

crystal coloring, it is guaranteed to grow on anyone. 
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535 540 653 654 670 675

3901»MORITZ
Design by Seventh Sense, Milano

535 540 653 654

3902»SVEN
Design by Seventh Sense / koziol werksdesign

535 540 653 654

3903»[pi:p]
Design by Frank Person / koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Wall Hook

Dimensions 30 x 34 x 87 mm
1.18x1.34x3.43 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Wall Hook

Dimensions 43 x 155 x 60 mm
1.69x6.1x2.36 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Wall Hook

Dimensions 50 x 88 x 69 mm
1.97x3.46x2.72 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

MORITZ is bound to hook both young and old with his cheeky FUNctio-

nality! This cute little fellow with his Elvis look sticks out his legs to hold 

towels and facecloths. He may be small, but he comes equipped with 

a big-time suction cup that will glom onto all smooth surfaces in the 

blink of an eye – and can easily be repositioned when needed. Ideal for 

families: every member has a hook at the right height!

With sturdy SVEN in the shower, finding your facecloth is a snap. The 

practical wall hook with its antlers held high can be attached to any 

smooth surface in the wink of an eye – and repositioned at any time. But 

SVEN can do more than just hang around in the shower. Thanks to its two 

heavy-duty suction cups, it can even handle large towels.

These high-flyers from the koziol home range took off long ago. And now 

they perch happily on any surface. Creatures like this flock together with 

flower, hare and elk, and embellish any wall. 
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535 540 653 654

5650»BUNNY
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

535 540 653 654 670 675

5825»TOMMY 
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

336 374

5826»TOMMY
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Set of  3 Set of  3

Wall Hook

Dimensions 42 x 105 x 90 mm
1.65x4.13x3.54 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Toothbrush Holder

Dimensions 32 x 47 x 57 mm
1.26x1.85x2.24 in.

Hanging card

PU 6

Toothbrush Holder

Dimensions 32 x 47 x 57 mm
1.26x1.85x2.24 in.

PU 4

Flow pack with Inlay Card

BUNNY is hippity-hoppity at home in any bathroom. The rabbit’s sturdy 

hind legs are extended to hold towels and facecloths. The practical hook 

comes complete with two strong suction cups that make mounting a 

snap – no drilling required! What’s more, it can be repositioned easily 

and at any time. 

Even toothbrushes like to hang loose now and again. With legs outstret-

ched, TOMMY provides sturdy support and plenty of air circulation. A fast 

and space-saving solution – especially in small bathrooms. 

Even toothbrushes like to hang loose now and again. With legs out-

stretched, TOMMY provides sturdy support and plenty of air circulation.  

An ideal, fast, space-saving solution – especially in small bathrooms. 
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»MILANO 
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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525 526 663 665

5350

»MILANO
Design by koziol werksdesign

Magazine Stack

Sticker

Dimensions 120 x 457 x 315 mm
4.72x17.99x12.4 in.

PU 2

MILANO will tastefully stow newspapers and magazines with its timeless, 

elegant design. The classic form fits into nearly every interior style and 

stands firmly on its own four legs. Ideal for living and working spaces; 

especially waiting rooms. 
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525 526 663 665

5788

»BRIQ
Design by koziol werksdesign

Stool

Sticker

Dimensions 428 x 406 x 416 mm
16.85x15.98x16.38 in.

PU 2

BRIQ‘s big seat makes this stool a very comfortable place to sit,  

and the square design makes it exceptionally stable. Equally at home 

indoors and out, BRIQ is stackable – so it saves space as well.
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525

3598

»BOA
Design by koziol werksdesign

Rack

Sticker

Dimensions 111 x 231 x 270 mm
4.37x9.29x11.26 in.

PU 2

The BOA bottle rack will embrace up to five bottles with flair and finesse.  

Its undulating hollows make an attractive home for wine, water and spirits 

to recline – or age – until needed. BOA is in its element everywhere,  

whether it’s presenting its tempting wares on a fancy buffet or serving as 

a space-saving minibar on a shelf or side table.
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525 526 665 670

3596

»SET-UP
Design by thesevenhints, Wien

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Bottle Rack

Dimensions 230 x 353 x 364 mm
9.06x13.9x14.33 in.

PU 1

Sticker

Drink and be merry: SET-UP is the virtuoso haven for all wine, water, 

juice and soft drink bottles. Thanks to the material and its honeycomb 

construction, the individual sections are surprisingly stable.  

And with their modular design, they can be reconfigured both horizon-

tally and vertically. What‘s more, SET-UP is so stylish that it doesn‘t  

have to hide away in the basement. It will serve as an eye-catching 

storage system in kitchens or against walls in dining and living rooms.
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525 526

2327

»[pi:p] 
Design by Neue Freunde, Frankfurt

Wall Clock

Gift Box

Dimensions 32 x 450 x 445 mm
1.26x17.72x17.52 in.

PU 2

Time flies when you‘re having fun! This artistic clock with its number 

parade is designed as a relièf, so it appears to be a cut-out. The [pi:p] 

clock is an ideal fit for the modern vintage look that combines old  

and new in fresh, innovative ways. Welcome to a cheerful and carefree 

world offering lots of room for the imagination – and improvised  

flights of fancy that are no slave to time. 
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101

2329»TOC-TOC 
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

525

526

2328»SILK
Design by koziol werksdesign

Wall Clock

Dimensions 27 x 240 x 305 mm
1.06x9.45x12.01 in.

Gift Box

PU 2

Wall Clock

Dimensions 35 x 448 x 448 mm
1.38x17.64x17.64 in.

Gift Box

PU 2

TOC-TOC is a genuine alternative to marking the passage of time.  

The tick-tock of the typical Black Forest clock is often preferable to the 

usual chirpy racket that can drive anyone cuckoo. This modern,  

minimalist take on the classic clock banishes the ticking; instead the 

perky little bird turns to and fro on his perch in time. The saving grace:  

it keeps its beak firmly shut.

The airy structure of SILK looks as light as a feather and turns the  

traditional wall clock into an attractive design object. The unique  

combination of a natural texture and a modern material gives the wall 

clock a relaxed elegance and time a whole new look.
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525 526

2920

»MIAOU
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

Cat Dish

Dimensions 157 x 157 x 113 mm
6.18x6.18x4.45 in.

PU 4

Tag

The favorite flavors of our furry, four-legged friends will look appetizingly 

appealing in this sturdy MIAOU bowl. The interior has a purrfectly  

smooth finish, making it easy to clean and ideal for dry and wet food alike. 

And the figurine on the rim isn‘t just a stylish onlooker. It acts as a  

convenient handle for serving the day‘s treats too! Dishwasher safe, it will 

also double as a water bowl.  
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479 499

2910

»WOW 
Design by F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

Dog Dish

Dimensions 210 x 210 x 138 mm
8.27x8.27x5.43 in.

PU 4

Tag

When small dogs have big appetites, their dinners will look irresistible in 

this sturdy WOW bowl. The interior has a perfectly smooth finish, making  

it easy to clean and ideal for dry and wet food alike. And the figurine on the 

rim isn‘t just a stylish onlooker. It acts as a convenient handle that owners 

will love as well! Dishwasher safe, it will also double as a water bowl. 
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»TASCHELINI 
    Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini / 
    koziol werksdesign

»TASCHELINO 
    Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini / 
    koziol werksdesign

»TASCHE XL 
    Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini / 
    koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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»BOXXX
»BOTTICHELLI
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»CUBE
»ORION



525 526 668 669

670 671 673 674

675

5415

525 526 668

669 670 671

673 674 675

5411»TASCHELINO
Design by M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

»TASCHELINI
Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini / 
koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Bag

Dimensions 78 x 161 x 183 mm
3.07x6.34x7.2 in.

Banderole

PU 12

Bag

Dimensions 130 x 327 x 386 mm
5.12x12.87x15.2 in.

PU 6

This bag does it all! TASCHELINI will gladly carry all those indispensable 

little things that beg to be toted or stored in style: jewelry, pens,  

makeup, you name it. What’s more, TASCHELINI is the ideal charging port 

for your electronic gear: simply hook the handle over the charger,  

put your phone or camera in the TASCHELINI – and you’ve got it bagged! 

Functional, funky and guaranteed to be your new best friend.   

Color is in! So are small bags. Thanks to its sophisticated design, this 

little number doubles as a hand or shoulder bag – for a trendy or casual 

look. The multiple colors make TASCHELINO a pretty partner for city  

walks and office talks – and a smash hit at hip parties. So obviously a girl 

needs more than one!
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525 526 668 669 670 671

5414

»TASCHE XL
Design by M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

673 674 675

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Bag

Dimensions 215 x 440 x 540 mm
8.46x17.32x21.26 in.

PU 4

TASCHE XL is the perfect weekend shopping companion. Although 

inspired by the traditional shopping basket, this modern version is much 

less bulky and easier to carry. With its large handles, TASCHE XL will even 

sling comfortably over the shoulder. It’s all about lots of volume in a 

lightweight bag – and one that makes a cool fashion statement as well!
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668 669 670 671

525 526 665 667663659

673 674 675

675

5745»BOXXX S
Design by koziol werksdesign

668 669 670 671

525 526 665 667663659

5744»BOXXX M
Design by koziol werksdesign

5743»BOXXX L
Design by koziol werksdesign

668 669 670 671

525 526 665 667663659

675673

673

674

674

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Storage bin 1l

Dimensions 128 x 187 x 108 mm
5.04x7.36x4.25 in.

PU 6

Storage bin 3,5l

Dimensions 203 x 297 x 150 mm
7.99x11.69x5.91 in.

PU 6

Storage bin 15l

Dimensions 310 x 480 x 237 mm
12.2x18.9x9.33 in.

Sticker

PU 6

It’s the little things in life that create the most chaos. The BOXXX S  

storage container offers an elegant and incredibly practical organizational 

solution. Or those manifold office bits and bobs. Or the cosmetics  

cluttering up the bathroom. Thanks to its shallow, rectangular proportions,  

it is also ideal for storing in small cupboards or shelves. And BOXXX is  

all about family: the S size is designed to twin inside the BOXXX M container.

BOXXX M will go anywhere in the home, collecting and sorting laundry 

and socks, tools and spare parts, spices and herbs. Its universal format and 

rectangular shape also make it ideal for space-saving storage in shelves 

and cupboards. And with BOXXX being designed as a family affair, two M 

size containers can comfortably nest inside their next largest sibling. 

The BOXXX L storage container knows no bounds when it comes to both 

design aesthetics and capacity. It is long, wide and high enough to be  

used as a laundry basket, recycling container, stuffed animal home – or just 

about anything else imaginable. Two handles guarantee easy transport  

from A to B. Last but not least, as the biggest member of the BOXXX clan,  

it will accommodate its smaller siblings in style. 
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673 674 675

5734»BOTTICHELLI XXS
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 659 665 667

667

673

673

674

674

675

675

5733»BOTTICHELLI XS
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 659 665

5731»BOTTICHELLI S
Design by koziol werksdesign

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Organizer 270ml

Dimensions 98 x 123 x 78 mm
3.86x4.84x3.07 in.

PU 6

Organizer 450ml

Dimensions 125 x 155 x 90 mm
4.92x6.1x3.54 in.

PU 6

Organizer 1,5l

Dimensions 188 x 230 x 130 mm
7.4x9.06x5.12 in.

PU 6

BOTTICHELLI XXS is such a wee thing that it demonstrates great sensitivity 

where the big picture is concerned. In cooking and serving contexts it 

will keep the tastiest tidbits to hand. And when it comes to arts  

and crafts, every part of a whole will find its place and as a token of 

affection or appreciation, it’s a wonderful candy caddy. 

BOTTICHELLI XS banishes chaos and orders organization. Positioned near 

a makeup mirror, it can corral cosmetics in their various tubes, jars  

and bottles. As a butler in the kitchen or dining room, it provides a 

fitting setting for those daily portions of fruit. Or how about space-saving 

storage for three pairs of socks or two coiled belts? And as a creative 

container for gifts, BOTTICHELLI XS just can’t be topped! The possibilities 

are endless…

Among its small siblings, BOTTICHELLI S is already the biggest of the bunch 

and can rise to any occasion. Incredibly versatile, it is the ideal collector, 

storer, sorter, presenter and organizer for all things that tend to lead  

wayward lives of their own around the house. This is where the packable 

and stackable BOTTICHELLI S steps in, radiating a sense of calm and  

composure, whether it be in the bedroom, the cellar or the garden.
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525 526 655 659 665 667

670 673 674 675

5732»BOTTICHELLI M
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 655 659 665 667

670 673 674 675

5730»BOTTICHELLI L
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526 655 659

5736»BOTTICHELLI XL
Design by koziol werksdesign

665 667

670 673 674 675

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Organizer 4,5l

Dimensions 275 x 350 x 178 mm
10.83x13.78x7.01 in.

PU 6

Washtub 15l

Dimensions 410 x 485 x 235 mm
16.14x19.09x9.25 in.

PU 6

Washtub 28l

Dimensions 400 x 420 x 405 mm
15.75x16.54x15.94 in.

PU 6

BOTTICHELLI M has to be the world’s best helper when it comes to sorting 

and storing larger bits and bobs. Or when lots of little things have piled 

up into big messes, like building blocks. Or clothespins. Or balls of yarn. 

Or numerous issues of a favorite magazine. 

When BOTTICHELLI L gets a double-handed pick-me-up, its oval shape 

flexes into a perfect circle. This same adaptability applies to its  

myriad uses, both indoors and out: hunting and gathering, transporting 

and transferring. What’s more, it will do duty in water and on dry  

land. In other words, BOTTICHELLI L is the universal household helper 

and a master of its trade.

Big, bigger, biggest! BOTTICHELLI XL is the titan among mere mortal 

tidies. Ideal for sorting and transporting, it likes to go out on occasion 

as well, where it will hold garden refuse or laundry at the line. In the 

summer it’s a beverage cooler; in the winter it cleanly carts firewood 

inside. And the more, the merrier, thanks to its space-saving stackability! 

Meet the ultimate jack of all trades!
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525 526

2839»POTTICHELLI XS
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526

2838»POTTICHELLI M
Design by koziol werksdesign

525 526

2836»POTTICHELLI L
Design by koziol werksdesign

Organizer 300ml

Dimensions 118 x 107 x 130 mm
4.65x4.21x5.12 in.

PU 6

Organizer 1,2l

Dimensions 162 x 150 x 170 mm
6.38x5.91x6.69 in.

PU 6

Organizer 3l

Dimensions 210 x 190 x 230 mm
8.27x7.48x9.06 in.

PU 6

You can never have enough POTTICHELLIs! These practical design hits are 

handy helpers wherever you are, storing anything that stubbornly  

refuses to fit anywhere else. The mini version is an ideal host/ess gift as  

a plant container – and an all-rounder when it comes to organizing  

pens & pencils, cosmetics, keys and more. 

POTTICHELLI is a real all-rounder that loves to care for all those little items 

we need within easy reach – be it in the bathroom, kitchen, study or 

childrens room. With its convenient „lean-to“ design, it veritably invites 

us to dip and delve, consigning all those endless searches to the past. 

The generous proportioned utensilo is the perfect home for socks, 

bottles of shampoo, toys and much, much more. Flowers and herbs 

will appreciate POTTICHELLI as a brightly-colored pot – on balconies or 

windowsills and in gardens. Thanks to the opening on the back,  

the container can even be attached to a railing or trellis, making it a  

real hit for petunias and ivy. 
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535

2029»CUBE
Design by koziol werksdesign

090

2022»ORION
Design by koziol werksdesign

003

0875»ORION TOWER
Design by koziol werksdesign

Display 2,75l

Dimensions 165 x 129 x 177 mm
6.5x5.08x6.97 in.

PU 1

Counter display 300mm

Dimensions 303 x 326 x 416 mm
11.93x12.83x16.38 in.

PU 1

Dimensions 1000 x 1000 x 1500 mm
39.37x39.37x59.06 in.

PU 1

The CUBE counter display is ideal for presenting small impulse items.  

It offers maximum visibility for products such as spoons, bottle  

stoppers, bag clips, mini cup-carryalls and many other pieces from  

our ORION collection.

The ORION counter display is an attractive eye-catcher – and the perfect 

presenter for small impulse items. The feet on the botton of the  

sphere provide the required stability. This is the ideal place for bath balls, 

cosmetic samples, toys, seasonal items or small design accessories  

– in a highly visible location. ORION is also an indispensable helper 

in coffee bars and bistros, where it‘s an attractive container for sugar 

packets, spoons, matches and more.  
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900

2021

»ORION 
Design by koziol werksdesign

Hanging Display

Dimensions 327 x 327 x 301 mm
12.87x12.87x11.85 in.

PU 1

A small spatial miracle: Wall display ORION is a decorative design element 

which offers a simple solution for storing toys, craft supplies, socks, scarves 

and more. Thanks to its transparent design, contents are clearly seen and the 

large opening allows for easy depositing and removal. An absolute wannahave 

for every child’s room, making tidying up fun for even the little ones! ORION is 

perfect for any room situation, finding space on even the smallest of surfaces. 

The half sphere can easily be attached to the wall with four screws. ORION 

comes as a set of two – alternatively, both halves can be put together to make 

an attractive decosphere!
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Is it possible to buy plastic today with a good conscience?

It is. You even have to, if you want to be live responsibly and  
happily. Plastic is the modern material. It has undeniably made our 
lives easier, more democratic and more hygienic.  
Without plastic there would be no cars, no airplanes, no mobile 
phones, no computers, no modern medicine, no prosthetics,  
no pacemakers, no intensive care units, no science… plastic is the 
material of the 21st century.
Worldwide, there is no material that is just good or just bad and 
certainly not just sustainable. Even natural materials aren’t  
always the best choice – just think: monoculture, pesticides,  
high water consumption. 
With each new product development, the most sustainable 
material for the use of this product has to be chosen and utilized 
economically. It’s about time to rethink, show more appreciation 
and a more differentiated consideration to different materials.
Because not all plastics are alike.
 

The Material

Koziol focuses exclusively on thermoplastics, which are  
100% recyclable. Thermoplastics are the most environmentally 
friendly materials on the market.  Not only are they food-  
and dishwasher-safe, production is also done without any harmful 
additives like formaldehyde or softeners. In the production  
process of thermoplastics, 90% less energy is used compared to 
the production of glass, ceramics or aluminum. 
It is of course no surprise that on many occasions koziol has  
received scores of “very good” from the German consumer  
magazine ÖKOTEST.
Plastic is too valuable to just throw out. This is why koziol manu-
factures long-lasting and genius products, for which no other 
material would be suited. Good design with a clear conscience.

Design & Function 

Already in the design phase, great attention is being paid to  
sustainability – focus lies on the longevity of the products.  
And not only because of their unique combination of function and 
emotion, products made from thermoplastics are used year  
after year, thus proving their ecological advantage.
koziol never makes one-time use products, but rather companions 
 for life. koziol products are robust, lightweight, unbreakable, 
ergonomic, and suitable especially for children and seniors thanks 
to their easy handling. Thermoplastics are virtually unbreakable 
and lightweight, demonstrating a huge advantage over materials 
like ceramics, glass or metal!
Resource conservation is also considered in the design phase: 
Construction in one-piece, optimized wall thickness, and short 
cycle times allow for efficient and energy-saving manufacturing. 

Made in Germany

Koziol has been manufacturing products since its founding in 1927 
exclusively in Erbach/Odenwald in Germany. Design, development, 
construction, mold making, manufacturing, shipping and  
administration all under one roof. 
koziol and its philosophy of manufacturing exclusively in Germany 
represent a responsible, future-oriented corporate strategy and 
design with a good conscience. Made in Germany was and remains 
an essential part of koziol’s successful philosophy.
koziol has been producing exclusively with green energy since 
January 1, 2013, saving around 1,276 tonnes of CO² annually.  
German raw material suppliers are preferred and manufacturing 
under one roof rule out long transport routes. For the logistics  
of finished goods, koziol cooperates with a worldwide partner 
company who shares its strict sustainability principles. 

Social Responsibility

Koziol manufactures exclusively in Germany, therefore abiding  
by strict German labor and social laws. The safeguarding of jobs, 
performance-related pay, opportunities for the acquisition  
of skills as well as the possibility for parents to work part-time are 
all natural components of koziol’s company culture.  
Great importance is also placed on apprenticeships – currently 
seven apprentices are being trained in various departments.  
This secures a base of well-educated experts and guarantees the 
company to be sustainable for the future.   

The koziol Sustainability Guarantee
„Not facts, instead opinions about facts determine our coexistence.“  Epictetus

koziol
»BOTTICHELLI M
karibikblau
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100% recyclable. Thermoplastics are the most environmentally 
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and dishwasher-safe, production is also done without any harmful 
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process of thermoplastics, 90% less energy is used compared to 
the production of glass, ceramics or aluminum. 
It is of course no surprise that on many occasions koziol has  
received scores of “very good” from the German consumer  
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Plastic is too valuable to just throw out. This is why koziol manu-
factures long-lasting and genius products, for which no other 
material would be suited. Good design with a clear conscience.
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And not only because of their unique combination of function and 
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after year, thus proving their ecological advantage.
koziol never makes one-time use products, but rather companions 
 for life. koziol products are robust, lightweight, unbreakable, 
ergonomic, and suitable especially for children and seniors thanks 
to their easy handling. Thermoplastics are virtually unbreakable 
and lightweight, demonstrating a huge advantage over materials 
like ceramics, glass or metal!
Resource conservation is also considered in the design phase: 
Construction in one-piece, optimized wall thickness, and short 
cycle times allow for efficient and energy-saving manufacturing. 

Made in Germany

koziol has been manufacturing products since its founding in 1927 
exclusively in Erbach/Odenwald in Germany. Design, development, 
construction, mold making, manufacturing, shipping and  
administration all under one roof. 
koziol and its philosophy of manufacturing exclusively in Germany 
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under one roof rule out long transport routes. For the logistics  
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koziol manufactures exclusively in Germany, therefore abiding  
by strict German labor and social laws. The safeguarding of jobs, 
performance-related pay, opportunities for the acquisition  
of skills as well as the possibility for parents to work part-time are 
all natural components of koziol’s company culture.  
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Kann man Kunststoff heutzutage denn noch  
guten Gewissens kaufen?

Man kann. Man muss es sogar, wenn man verantwortungsvoll ist 
und das Leben liebt. Kunststoff ist das Material der Moderne.  
Es hat unser Leben einfacher, demokratischer und hygienischer 
gemacht. Ohne Kunststoff gäbe es kein Auto, kein Flugzeug,  
kein Handy, keinen Computer, keine moderne Medizin,  
keine Prothese, keinen Herzschrittmacher, keine Schutzkleidung,  
keine Intensivstation, keine Wissenschaft - Kunststoff ist das  
Material des 21. Jahrhunderts.
Weltweit gibt es kein Material, dass von vornherein nur gut oder 
schlecht oder nur nachhaltig ist. Auch Naturmaterialien –  
Stichworte: Monokultur, Pestizide, Wasserverbrauch - sind nicht 
generell die bessere Wahl. Bei jeder Produktentwicklung  
gilt es vielmehr, das für den Einsatzzweck jeweilig nachhaltigste 
Material auszuwählen und dieses ökonomisch einzusetzen. 
Es ist an der Zeit, umzudenken und Werkstoffen mehr Wertschätz- 
ung und vor allem eine differenziertere Betrachtung entgegen  
zu bringen. Denn auch Kunststoff ist nicht gleich Kunststoff.  

Das Material

koziol setzt aus Überzeugung ausschließlich auf thermoplastische 
Kunststoffe, die zu 100% recycelbar sind. Thermoplaste sind  
die umweltfreundlichsten Materialien, die es auf dem Markt gibt.  
Sie sind lebensmittelecht, spülmaschinenfest und sie kommen 
bei der Verarbeitung ohne jegliche Zusätze wie Formaldehyd oder 
Weichmacher aus. 
Bei der Verarbeitung von Thermoplasten wird bis 90% weniger 
Energie verbraucht als beispielsweise bei der Herstellung von 
Glas, Keramik oder Aluminium. Durch die ressourcenschonende 
Herstellung ist Kunststoff das derzeit ökologisch und ökonomisch 
sinnvollste Material auf dem Markt.
Das Verbrauchermagazin Ökotest nahm bereits mehrfach koziol 
Produkte unter seine sehr strenge Lupe und vergab durchgehend 
ein „Sehr Gut“. 
Kunststoff ist viel zu wertvoll, um ihn einfach wegzuwerfen.  
Deshalb produziert koziol langlebige und geniale Produkte, für  
die kein anderes Material auch nur annähernd so sinnvoll wäre. 
Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen.

Design & Funktion 

Bereits beim Design wird auf Nachhaltigkeit geachtet.  
Im Vordergrund steht immer die Langlebigkeit der Produkte.  
Nicht zuletzt durch die einmalige Verbindung aus Funktion  
und Emotion werden sie gerne über Jahre und Jahrzehnte ein-
gesetzt und zeigen dadurch ihren ökologischen Nutzen.

Es sind niemals Einwegprodukte, sondern langlebige Lebensbe-
gleiter, die für eine sinnvolle Nutzung von Kunststoff stehen.  
Sie sind robust, leicht, unzerbrechlich, ergonomisch und durch ihr 
einfaches Handling auch für Kinder und Senioren gut geeignet. 
Vor allen in puncto Unzerbrechlichkeit und Leichtigkeit ist Kunst-
stoff gegenüber Materialien wie Keramik oder Metall unschlagbar!
Auch die ressourcenschonende Herstellung wird bereits beim 
Design berücksichtigt: Fertigung in einem Stück, optimierte Wand-
stärken, gute Entformbarkeit und kurze Zykluszeiten ermöglichen 
eine effiziente und vor allem energiesparende Produktion.

Made in Germany

koziol produziert seit 1927 ausschließlich am Firmenstandort  
Erbach/Odenwald in Deutschland. Und das mit einer ungewöhn- 
lichen Fertigungstiefe: Design, Entwicklung, Konstruktion,  
Formenbau, Produktion, Versand und Administration befinden  
sich alle unter einem Dach, an einem Ort. 
koziol steht dank seiner Philosophie, bis heute alle Produkte 
ausschließlich in Deutschland zu produzieren, für ein verantwor-
tungsvolles, zukunftsgerichtetes Handeln und Design mit gutem 
Gewissen. Das Thema Nachhaltigkeit war und ist selbstverständ-
licher Teil der Unternehmensstrategie.  
Seit dem 1. Januar 2013 produziert koziol ausschließlich mit  
Ökostrom, dadurch werden jährlich rund 1.276 Tonnen CO

² 
 

eingespart. Beim Einkauf der Materialien werden Anbieter aus 
Deutschland klar bevorzugt. Ebenso macht die Herstellung  
unter einem Dach lange Transportwege überflüssig. Für die 
Logistik der Fertigwaren kooperiert koziol mit einem weltweit 
agierenden Partnerunternehmen, das ebenfalls nach strengen 
Nachhaltigkeitsgrundsätzen arbeitet.

Soziale Verantwortung

koziol arbeitet selbstverständlich nach strengen deutschen 
Arbeitsschutzrichtlinien und Sozialgesetzen. Die Erhaltung  
von Arbeitsplätzen, ein leistungsgerechtes Einkommen,  
die Schaffung von Qualifizierungsmöglichkeiten sowie ein  
Angebot von Arbeitsteilzeitmodellen für Eltern sind selbstver-
ständlicher Teil der Unternehmenskultur. 
Dazu zählt natürlich auch das Thema Ausbildung. Zurzeit lernen 
sieben Auszubildende in verschiedenen Berufsbildern bei koziol. 
Dies sichert eine Basis an gut ausgebildeten Fachkräften und 
macht das Unternehmen weiterhin zukunftsfähig.   

Das koziol Nachhaltigkeitsversprechen
„Nicht Tatsachen, sondern Meinungen über Tatsachen bestimmen das Zusammenleben.“  Epiktet
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Extra Tipps

Additional tips

koziol Produkte sind 
spülmaschinengeeignet. 

Und damit auch alles glatt läuft, noch ein paar Tipps extra:  

Sofern es die Größe zulässt, bitte die Produkte vorzugsweise im oberen Spülkorb 
spülen. So werden Verformungen am besten vermieden. Produkte immer  

spannungsfrei in die Spülmaschine einlegen. Sollte ein Produkt  
sich dennoch verformen: beim nächsten Spülen findet es meist in seine ursprüng-

liche Form zurück, denn Kunststoff hat ein sogenanntes „Gedächtnis“.  
Stark färbende Lebensmittelreste vor dem Einräumen in die Spülmaschine kurz  

mit klarem Wasser abspülen. Vermeiden Sie Spülmaschinendeodorants oder 
Geruchsentferner, da diese zu Verfärbungen führen können. Darüber hinaus auch 

die Pflegehinweise der jeweiligen Spülmaschine beachten.

koziol products are dishwasher-safe. 
But to make sure that everything comes out of the machine looking just like new, 

here are a few additional tips:

Where size permits, please wash products in the top rack. This reduces any risk of 
warping.  Give products ample space inside the dishwasher.  

Do not squeeze them into tight spaces. Products may occasionally warp during 
washing, but they will usually return to their  original shape after the next wash – 

because plastic has a built-in „memory.“  To avoid contamination or discoloration, 
we recommend rinsing all dishes with clear water to remove any remaining  

food before putting them in the dishwasher. Avoid using dishwasher deodorizers 
or odor neutralizers as these may cause discoloration. And always carefully  

observe the care instructions provided for your dishwasher.

Ideas for friends since 1927



Bag Clip »MIAOU 5315... 141
Bag Clip »[pi:p] 5313... 140
Bag »TASCHE XL 5414... 181
Bag »TASCHELINI 5415... 180
Bag »TASCHELINO 5411... 180
Bento Box »CLUB 3198... 73
Board stand »HAPPY BOARDS 0875... 113
Bottle Cap Opener »ARNOLD 3718... 137
Bottle Cap Opener »SUNNY 3716... 137
Bottle Stopper »MIAOU 3744... 139
Bottle Stopper »[pi:p] 3741... 139
Bottle rack »SET-UP 3596... 173
Bowl 2l »PALSBY M 3805... 123
Bowl 400ml »CONNECT 3102... 27
Bowl 500ml »CRYSTAL S 3547... 63
Bowl 5l »PALSBY L 3807... 125
Bowl 600ml »LEAF S 3652... 92
Bowl flat 750ml »PALSBY 3809... 127
Bowl »ANEMONE 3538... 96
Bowl »CLUB 4004... 89
Bowl »EVE 3552... 96
Bowl »LEAF-ON 3556... 143
Box with lid 1L »CONNECT M 3870... 33
Box with lid 2L »CONNECT L 3871... 33
Box with lid No3 4L »CONNECT XL 3872... 33
Box with lid, set of 3 »CONNECT 3873... 32
Box »CANDY L 3169... 71
Bread Bin »MANNA 3041... 109
Brush for Safety drinking straw »CHEERS 4011... 61
Butter Dish »CLUB 3092... 99
Butter Dish »RIO 3619... 99
Cappuccino Cup 300ml »CONNECT 4080... 35, 69
Cat dish »MIAOU 2920... 176
Cheese Grater »KASIMIR 3079... 117
Chopsticks Spoon Set »DYNASTY 4032... 79
Cocktail Stirrer »[pi:p] 3584... 107
Coffee Cup Lid »CONNECT 4089... 35, 69
Colander 200mm/2l »PALSBY M 3806... 123
Colander 280mm/5l »PALSBY L 3808... 125
Corner Organizer »BOKS 5242... 152
Counter display 300mm »ORION 2022... 190
Cracker Box »BRØD 3042... 109
Cup 190ml »CONNECT 3141... 26
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »KLIKK 4003... 81
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »KLIKK POCKET 4036... 80
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »TULIP 4037... 23
Cutlery Tray »RIO 5210... 132
Cutting Board »SNAP 2.0 3264... 111
Cutting Board »SNAP L 3251... 110
Cutting Board »SNAP S 3250... 110
Cutting Board »[pi:p] 3639... 112
Dinner Plate »CLUB PLATE L 4005... 88
Dish Brush »TIM 5043... 135
Display 2,75l »CUBE 2029... 190
Display for Boards »DISPLAY 0911... 112
Dog dish »WOW 2910... 177
Dough Scraper »HANS 2999... 130
Drinking Straw Holder »LEMON 4023... 60
Egg Cup »COLUMBUS 3004... 102
Espresso Cup 100ml »CONNECT 4084... 69
Espresso Cup 400ml »CONNECT 4084... 35
Etagère »BABELL BIG 3185... 95
Etagère »BABELL L 3180... 94
Etagère »BABELL XS 3181... 94
Etagère »BETTY 3186... 98
Fruit Dish »BIG APPLE 3170... 97
Gift Set »ENERGY-TOOL 3734... 114
Glass 250ml »CLUB S 3577... 56
Glass 250ml »CRYSTAL S 3545... 58
Glass 400ml »CLUB L 3578... 56
Glass 450ml »CRYSTAL L 3544... 58
Gourmet Set »TANGRAM READY 3480... 65
Hanging Display »ORION 2021... 191
Hors d‘oeuvres forks with tree »MIAOU 3134... 106

Hors d‘oeuvres forks »CLUB 3133... 91
Insulated Cup 270ml »AROMA M 3571... 37
Insulated Cup 400ml »SAFE TO GO 3797... 84
Insulated Cup w. lid 400ml »AROMA TO GO 2.0 3589... 85
Jar Opener »TOM 3712... 136
Jewelry Organizer »CORA 5265... 164
Jug 1,2l »PALSBY 3850... 127
Ladle 230mm »PALSBY 3835... 129
Ladle 275mm »PALSBY 3836... 129
Latte Cup 400ml »CONNECT 4081... 35, 69
Lemon Squeezer »AHOI 3682... 116
Lids for Bowl 200mm »PALSBY M 3815... 123
Lids for Bowl 300mm »PALSBY L 3814... 125
Light »LIGHT TO GO 3799... 41
Liquid Safe Box »CANDY S 3199... 71
Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set »PASCAL READY 3168... 75
Lunch Box with Separator »PASCAL L 3152... 77
Lunch Box »BASIC 3081... 78
Lunch Box »PASCAL MINI 3144... 77
Lunch Box »PASCAL S 3158... 77
Magazine Stack »MILANO 5350... 170
Metric Measuring Cup Set 0,5l & 1l »DOSIS 3684... 133
Mini Cup Carryall »LILLI 3558... 143
Mixing Bowl 2l »PALSBY M 3822... 127
Mixing Bowl 5l »PALSBY L 3823... 127
Mug »MAXX DAD 3475... 101
Mug »MAXX HOT 3471... 101
Mug »MAXX I LOVE HER 3477... 101
Mug »MAXX I LOVE HIM 3476... 101
Mug »MAXX LOVE 3470... 101
Mug »MAXX MOM 3474... 101
Mug »MAXX YOU ARE 

MY HERO
3472... 101

Mug »MAXX YOURE SO 
FREAKING HOT

3473... 101

Orange juicer »AHOI XL 3683... 116
Organic Waste Bin »BIBO 5605... 115
Organizer 1,2l »POTTICHELLI M 2838... 189
Organizer 1,5l »BOTTICHELLI S 5731... 185
Organizer 270ml »BOTTICHELLI XXS 5734... 185
Organizer 300ml »POTTICHELLI XS 2839... 189
Organizer 3l »POTTICHELLI L 2836... 189
Organizer 4,5l »BOTTICHELLI M 5732... 187
Organizer 450ml »BOTTICHELLI XS 5733... 185
Organizer »BOKS 5241... 152
Organizer »SPLASH 5240... 153
Organizer »SURF M 2845... 151
Organizer »SURF XL 2846... 151
Organizer »SURF XS 2844... 151
Orion Tower »ORION 0875... 190
Paper Towel Stand »MIAOU 5225... 131
Paper Towel Stand »ROGER 5226... 131
Paper Towel Stand »TOQ 5009... 155
Pitcher 1,6l + 4 Tumbler »CRYSTAL 4007... 59
Pitcher 1,6l »CRYSTAL 3688... 59
Plastic Knife »COCO 3210... 130
Promotion display »EIEI A208... 103
Rack »BOA 3598... 172
Ring Stand »MIAOU 5263... 163
Ring Stand »WOW 5266... 162
Safety drinking straw 200mm 
with brush

»CHEERS 4021... 61

Safety drinking straw 270mm 
with brush

»CHEERS 4009... 61

Safety drinking straw 270mm »CHEERS 4010... 61
Safety drinking straw »CHEERS 4022... 61
Salad Servers 260mm »PALSBY 3831... 129
Salad Servers 300mm »PALSBY 3832... 129
Salad Servers »CRYSTAL SALAD 3649... 62
Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l »CRYSTAL L 3546... 62
Salad bowl with servers 3l »LEAF L+ 3692... 92
Salad bowl with servers 4l »LEAF 2.0 3693... 93
Salt & Pepper Shaker with tree »[pi:p] 3108... 102
Salt & Pepper Shaker »EIEI 3112... 103



INDEX

Sinkside Organizer »PARK IT 3261... 134
Snack Board »HAPPY BOARD 

Mmmmhhh...
3256... 113

Snack Tray »BETTY TRAY 3580... 98
Snack bowl »CLUB 3660... 91
Soap Dish »LOOP 5827... 160
Soap Dispenser 250ml »FLOW 5879... 161
Soup Plate »CLUB PLATE M 4006... 89
Spare roll holder »MIAOU 5221... 157
Spatula »TURNER 3003... 119
Spoon 165 mm »PALSBY 3833... 104
Spoon 199mm »PALSBY 3838... 104
Spoon »HAPPY SPOON 

A-PRIL
3290... 105

Spoon »HAPPY SPOONS 
MIAOU 

3294... 105

Spoon »RIO 3034... 36
Spoonrest »LUIGI 3017... 120
Spread Spoon »YUMMI 3202... 133
Stainless Steel Soap w. holder »AMANDA 5875... 136
Stirring Spoon »OLIVER 3007... 119
Stirring spoon & Tongs »CHEF² 2998... 119
Stool »BRIQ 5788... 171
Storage Container 1l »PRINCE L 3069... 31
Storage Container 300ml »PRINCE S 3084... 31
Storage Container 350g »HOT STUFF M 3057... 108
Storage Container 500g »HOT STUFF L 3058... 108
Storage Container 750ml »PRINCE M 3085... 31
Storage bin 15l »BOXXX L 5743... 183
Storage bin 1l »BOXXX S 5745... 183
Storage bin 3,5l »BOXXX M 5744... 183
Strainer Spoon »MIRKO 3841... 119
Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 

CHAMPAGNE IS THE 
ANSWER

3913... 55

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
DREAMS HAPPEN

3441... 53

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
GRL PWR

3782... 55

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
LOVE

3780... 55

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
LOVE 2.0

3439... 53

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
LOVE YOU TO THE 
MOON

3912... 55

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
SAVE WATER DRINK 
CHAMPAGNE

3436... 53

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
SELFIEQUEEN

3438... 53

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
SUNSHINE

3440... 53

Superglas 100ml with print »CHEERS NO. 1 
THINK LESS LOVE 
MORE

3911... 55

Superglas 100ml »CLUB NO. 5 3400... 45
Superglas 200 ml »CLUB NO. 9 3416... 49
Superglas 20ml + 40ml »CLUB NO. 7 3798... 47
Superglas 250ml »CLUB NO. 2 3402... 42
Superglas 250ml »CLUB NO. 3 3403... 43
Superglas 300 ml »CLUB NO. 10 3417... 50
Superglas 300ml »CLUB NO. 4 3401... 44
Superglas 300ml »CLUB NO. 6 3406... 46
Superglas 300ml »CLUB NO. 8 3415... 48
Superglas 500 ml »CLUB NO. 11 3418... 51
Superglas Pitcher 1,5l »CLUB 3687... 57
Swing-Top Wastebasket 0,9l »DEL XXS 5779... 147
Swing-Top Wastebasket 12l »DEL M 5775... 149
Swing-Top Wastebasket 2l »DEL XS 5778... 147
Swing-Top Wastebasket 30l »DEL XL 5773... 149
Swing-Top Wastebasket 5l »DEL S 5777... 149
Tea Strainer »MIAOU 3236... 142

Tea Strainer »RUDOLF 3233... 142
Toilet Brush »MARY LOO 5011... 159
Toilet Brush »MIAOU 5017... 157
Toilet Brush »RIO 5048... 159
Toilet Brush »TOQ 5010... 155
Toilet Paper Holder »MIAOU 5231... 157
Toilet Paper Holder »PLUG´N´ROLL 5235... 159
Toilet Paper Holder »TOQ 5234... 155
Toilet brush head External thread »WC-ERSATZBÜRS-

TENKOPF
5013... 155

Toilet brush head Internal thread »WC-ERSATZBÜRS-
TENKOPF

5012... 155

Toothbrush Holder »TOMMY 5826... 167
Toothbrush Holder »TOMMY 5825... 167
Toothbrush Tumbler Holder 300ml »LOOP 5822... 160
Toothpick Holder »PICNIX 3014... 107
Tray 432mm »CONNECT 3270... 29
Trinket Tree »[pi:p] L 5262... 165
Trinket Tree »[pi:p] M 5260... 165
Trivet »FLAME 3160... 132
Tube Squeezer »MIAOU 3711... 138
Tube Squeezer »ROLLMOPS 3717... 138
Tumbler 300ml »RIO 5828... 161
Utensil Stand Set »MEETING POINT 3099... 121
Vegetable Brush »TWEETIE 5029... 135
Wall Clock »SILK 2328... 175
Wall Clock »TOC-TOC 2329... 175
Wall Clock »[pi:p] 2327... 174
Wall Hook »BUNNY 5650... 167
Wall Hook »MORITZ 3901... 166
Wall Hook »SVEN 3902... 166
Wall Hook »[pi:p] 3903... 166
Washtub 15l »BOTTICHELLI L 5730... 187
Washtub 28l »BOTTICHELLI XL 5736... 187
Water Bottle 425ml »OASE 3708... 82
Water Bottle 425ml »PLOPP TO GO 3796... 83
large plate 255mm »CONNECT 3101... 25
small plate 205mm »CONNECT 3100... 25



0875... »HAPPY BOARDS Board stand 113
0875... »ORION Orion Tower 190
0911... »DISPLAY Display for Boards 112
2021... »ORION Hanging Display 191
2022... »ORION Counter display 300mm 190
2029... »CUBE Display 2,75l 190
2327... »[pi:p] Wall Clock 174
2328... »SILK Wall Clock 175
2329... »TOC-TOC Wall Clock 175
2836... »POTTICHELLI L Organizer 3l 189
2838... »POTTICHELLI M Organizer 1,2l 189
2839... »POTTICHELLI XS Organizer 300ml 189
2844... »SURF XS Organizer 151
2845... »SURF M Organizer 151
2846... »SURF XL Organizer 151
2910... »WOW Dog dish 177
2920... »MIAOU Cat dish 176
2998... »CHEF² Stirring spoon & Tongs 119
2999... »HANS Dough Scraper 130
3003... »TURNER Spatula 119
3004... »COLUMBUS Egg Cup 102
3007... »OLIVER Stirring Spoon 119
3014... »PICNIX Toothpick Holder 107
3017... »LUIGI Spoonrest 120
3034... »RIO Spoon 36
3041... »MANNA Bread Bin 109
3042... »BRØD Cracker Box 109
3057... »HOT STUFF M Storage Container 350g 108
3058... »HOT STUFF L Storage Container 500g 108
3069... »PRINCE L Storage Container 1l 31
3079... »KASIMIR Cheese Grater 117
3081... »BASIC Lunch Box 78
3084... »PRINCE S Storage Container 300ml 31
3085... »PRINCE M Storage Container 750ml 31
3092... »CLUB Butter Dish 99
3099... »MEETING POINT Utensil Stand Set 121
3100... »CONNECT small plate 205mm 25
3101... »CONNECT large plate 255mm 25
3102... »CONNECT Bowl 400ml 27
3108... »[pi:p] Salt & Pepper Shaker 

with tree
102

3112... »EIEI Salt & Pepper Shaker 103
3133... »CLUB Hors d‘oeuvres forks 91
3134... »MIAOU Hors d‘oeuvres forks 

with tree
106

3141... »CONNECT Cup 190ml 26
3144... »PASCAL MINI Lunch Box 77
3152... »PASCAL L Lunch Box with Separator 77
3158... »PASCAL S Lunch Box 77
3160... »FLAME Trivet 132
3168... »PASCAL READY Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set75

3169... »CANDY L Box 71
3170... »BIG APPLE Fruit Dish 97
3180... »BABELL L Etagère 94
3181... »BABELL XS Etagère 94
3185... »BABELL BIG Etagère 95
3186... »BETTY Etagère 98
3198... »CLUB Bento Box 73
3199... »CANDY S Liquid Safe Box 71
3202... »YUMMI Spread Spoon 133
3210... »COCO Plastic Knife 130
3233... »RUDOLF Tea Strainer 142
3236... »MIAOU Tea Strainer 142
3250... »SNAP S Cutting Board 110
3251... »SNAP L Cutting Board 110
3256... »HAPPY BOARD Mmmmhhh... Snack Board 113
3261... »PARK IT Sinkside Organizer 134
3264... »SNAP 2.0 Cutting Board 111
3270... »CONNECT Tray 432mm 29
3290... »HAPPY SPOON A-PRIL Spoon 105
3294... »HAPPY SPOONS MIAOU Spoon 105
3400... »CLUB NO. 5 Superglas 100ml 45
3401... »CLUB NO. 4 Superglas 300ml 44

3402... »CLUB NO. 2 Superglas 250ml 42
3403... »CLUB NO. 3 Superglas 250ml 43
3406... »CLUB NO. 6 Superglas 300ml 46
3415... »CLUB NO. 8 Superglas 300ml 48
3416... »CLUB NO. 9 Superglas 200 ml 49
3417... »CLUB NO. 10 Superglas 300 ml 50
3418... »CLUB NO. 11 Superglas 500 ml 51
3436... »CHEERS NO. 1 SAVE WATER 

DRINK CHAMPAGNE
Superglas 100ml with print 53

3438... »CHEERS NO. 1 SELFIEQUEEN Superglas 100ml with print 53
3439... »CHEERS NO. 1 LOVE 2.0 Superglas 100ml with print 53
3440... »CHEERS NO. 1 SUNSHINE Superglas 100ml with print 53
3441... »CHEERS NO. 1 DREAMS 

HAPPEN
Superglas 100ml with print 53

3470... »MAXX LOVE Mug 101
3471... »MAXX HOT Mug 101
3472... »MAXX YOU ARE MY HERO Mug 101
3473... »MAXX YOURE SO FREAKING 

HOT
Mug 101

3474... »MAXX MOM Mug 101
3475... »MAXX DAD Mug 101
3476... »MAXX I LOVE HIM Mug 101
3477... »MAXX I LOVE HER Mug 101
3480... »TANGRAM READY Gourmet Set 65
3538... »ANEMONE Bowl 96
3544... »CRYSTAL L Glass 450ml 58
3545... »CRYSTAL S Glass 250ml 58
3546... »CRYSTAL L Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l 62
3547... »CRYSTAL S Bowl 500ml 63
3552... »EVE Bowl 96
3556... »LEAF-ON Bowl 143
3558... »LILLI Mini Cup Carryall 143
3571... »AROMA M Insulated Cup 270ml 37
3577... »CLUB S Glass 250ml 56
3578... »CLUB L Glass 400ml 56
3580... »BETTY TRAY Snack Tray 98
3584... »[pi:p] Cocktail Stirrer 107
3589... »AROMA TO GO 2.0 Insulated Cup w. lid 400ml 85
3596... »SET-UP Bottle rack 173
3598... »BOA Rack 172
3619... »RIO Butter Dish 99
3639... »[pi:p] Cutting Board 112
3649... »CRYSTAL SALAD Salad Servers 62
3652... »LEAF S Bowl 600ml 92
3660... »CLUB Snack bowl 91
3682... »AHOI Lemon Squeezer 116
3683... »AHOI XL Orange juicer 116
3684... »DOSIS Metric Measuring Cup Set 

0,5l & 1l
133

3687... »CLUB Superglas Pitcher 1,5l 57
3688... »CRYSTAL Pitcher 1,6l 59
3692... »LEAF L+ Salad bowl with servers 3l 92
3693... »LEAF 2.0 Salad bowl with servers 4l 93
3708... »OASE Water Bottle 425ml 82
3711... »MIAOU Tube Squeezer 138
3712... »TOM Jar Opener 136
3716... »SUNNY Bottle Cap Opener 137
3717... »ROLLMOPS Tube Squeezer 138
3718... »ARNOLD Bottle Cap Opener 137
3734... »ENERGY-TOOL Gift Set 114
3741... »[pi:p] Bottle Stopper 139
3744... »MIAOU Bottle Stopper 139
3780... »CHEERS NO. 1 LOVE Superglas 100ml with print 55
3782... »CHEERS NO. 1 GRL PWR Superglas 100ml with print 55
3796... »PLOPP TO GO Water Bottle 425ml 83
3797... »SAFE TO GO Insulated Cup 400ml 84
3798... »CLUB NO. 7 Superglas 20ml + 40ml 47
3799... »LIGHT TO GO Light 41
3805... »PALSBY M Bowl 2l 123
3806... »PALSBY M Colander 200mm/2l 123
3807... »PALSBY L Bowl 5l 125
3808... »PALSBY L Colander 280mm/5l 125
3809... »PALSBY Bowl flat 750ml 127
3814... »PALSBY L Lids for Bowl 300mm 125



INDEX

3815... »PALSBY M Lids for Bowl 200mm 123
3822... »PALSBY M Mixing Bowl 2l 127
3823... »PALSBY L Mixing Bowl 5l 127
3831... »PALSBY Salad Servers 260mm 129
3832... »PALSBY Salad Servers 300mm 129
3833... »PALSBY Spoon 165 mm 104
3835... »PALSBY Ladle 230mm 129
3836... »PALSBY Ladle 275mm 129
3838... »PALSBY Spoon 199mm 104
3841... »MIRKO Strainer Spoon 119
3850... »PALSBY Jug 1,2l 127
3870... »CONNECT M Box with lid 1L 33
3871... »CONNECT L Box with lid 2L 33
3872... »CONNECT XL Box with lid No3 4L 33
3873... »CONNECT Box with lid, set of 3 32
3901... »MORITZ Wall Hook 166
3902... »SVEN Wall Hook 166
3903... »[pi:p] Wall Hook 166
3911... »CHEERS NO. 1 THINK LESS 

LOVE MORE
Superglas 100ml with print 55

3912... »CHEERS NO. 1 LOVE YOU TO 
THE MOON

Superglas 100ml with print 55

3913... »CHEERS NO. 1 CHAMPAGNE IS 
THE ANSWER

Superglas 100ml with print 55

4003... »KLIKK Cutlery Set 3-pieces 81
4004... »CLUB Bowl 89
4005... »CLUB PLATE L Dinner Plate 88
4006... »CLUB PLATE M Soup Plate 89
4007... »CRYSTAL Pitcher 1,6l + 4 Tumbler 59
4009... »CHEERS Safety drinking straw 

270mm with brush
61

4010... »CHEERS Safety drinking straw 
270mm

61

4011... »CHEERS Brush for Safety drinking 
straw

61

4021... »CHEERS Safety drinking straw 
200mm with brush

61

4022... »CHEERS Safety drinking straw 61
4023... »LEMON Drinking Straw Holder 60
4032... »DYNASTY Chopsticks Spoon Set 79
4036... »KLIKK POCKET Cutlery Set 3-pieces 80
4037... »TULIP Cutlery Set 3-pieces 23
4080... »CONNECT Cappuccino Cup 300ml 35, 69
4081... »CONNECT Latte Cup 400ml 35, 69
4084... »CONNECT Latte Cup 400ml 35, 69
4089... »CONNECT Coffee Cup Lid 35, 69
5009... »TOQ Paper Towel Stand 155
5010... »TOQ Toilet Brush 155
5011... »MARY LOO Toilet Brush 159
5012... »WC-ERSATZBÜRSTENKOPF Toilet brush head Internal 

thread
155

5013... »WC-ERSATZBÜRSTENKOPF Toilet brush head External 
thread

155

5017... »MIAOU Toilet Brush 157
5029... »TWEETIE Vegetable Brush 135
5043... »TIM Dish Brush 135
5048... »RIO Toilet Brush 159
5210... »RIO Cutlery Tray 132
5221... »MIAOU Spare roll holder 157
5225... »MIAOU Paper Towel Stand 131
5226... »ROGER Paper Towel Stand 131
5231... »MIAOU Toilet Paper Holder 157
5234... »TOQ Toilet Paper Holder 155
5235... »PLUG´N´ROLL Toilet Paper Holder 159
5240... »SPLASH Organizer 153
5241... »BOKS Organizer 152
5242... »BOKS Corner Organizer 152
5260... »[pi:p] M Trinket Tree 165
5262... »[pi:p] L Trinket Tree 165
5263... »MIAOU Ring Stand 163
5265... »CORA Jewelry Organizer 164
5266... »WOW Ring Stand 162
5313... »[pi:p] Bag Clip 140
5315... »MIAOU Bag Clip 141

5350... »MILANO Magazine Stack 170
5411... »TASCHELINO Bag 180
5414... »TASCHE XL Bag 181
5415... »TASCHELINI Bag 180
5605... »BIBO Organic Waste Bin 115
5650... »BUNNY Wall Hook 167
5730... »BOTTICHELLI L Washtub 15l 187
5731... »BOTTICHELLI S Organizer 1,5l 185
5732... »BOTTICHELLI M Organizer 4,5l 187
5733... »BOTTICHELLI XS Organizer 450ml 185
5734... »BOTTICHELLI XXS Organizer 270ml 185
5736... »BOTTICHELLI XL Washtub 28l 187
5743... »BOXXX L Storage bin 15l 183
5744... »BOXXX M Storage bin 3,5l 183
5745... »BOXXX S Storage bin 1l 183
5773... »DEL XL Swing-Top Wastebasket 30l149

5775... »DEL M Swing-Top Wastebasket 12l 149
5777... »DEL S Swing-Top Wastebasket 5l 149
5778... »DEL XS Swing-Top Wastebasket 2l 147
5779... »DEL XXS Swing-Top Wastebasket 

0,9l
147

5788... »BRIQ Stool 171
5822... »LOOP Toothbrush Tumbler Holder 

300ml
160

5825... »TOMMY Toothbrush Holder 167
5826... »TOMMY Toothbrush Holder 167
5827... »LOOP Soap Dish 160
5828... »RIO Tumbler 300ml 161
5875... »AMANDA Stainless Steel Soap w. 

holder
136

5879... »FLOW Soap Dispenser 250ml 161
A208... »EIEI Promotion display 103
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NOTES



526  
cosmos black

670   
soft grey

659   
queen pink

655   
eucalyptus green

675  
organic deep blue

674  
organic rusty steel

673  
organic deep grey

525   
cotton white

668   
organic green

669  
 organic pink

657   
forrest green

671  
organic blue

670   
organic grey

665   
deep grey
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